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Abstract

Analog Optical Links: Modeling and Implementation

by

Sidney Douglas Buchbinder

Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Vladimir Stojanović, Chair

As next generation wireless and sensing systems scale to massive array sizes, so too scales the
cost and complexity of data transmission and aggregation across the array. Silicon photonic
links offer promising solutions to meet the high bandwidth and energy efficiency require-
ments of these future systems. This work addresses three challenges facing input/output
scaling in photonic links. First, a new photonic system design framework called Berkeley
Photonics Generator (BPG) is presented. BPG is an open-sourced, modular, and easy-to-use
framework for end-to-end photonic system design. BPG aims to create an agile, robust, and
easily adoptable workflow with a rich set of reusable libraries to boost the photonic design
ecosystem. The design philosophy, plugin-based architecture, and technology-agnostic de-
sign workflow are described, and several design results enabled by BPG are discussed. Next,
a new framework for modeling crosstalk and insertion loss penalty in digital optical links
is presented. This framework provides intuitive understanding for the receive-filter imposed
limitations of channel densification in optical links. The major sources of signal impairment
are identified as functions of technology parameters and system design choices, such as chan-
nel spacing. The framework is used to derive optimal filter design parameters, and the utility
of higher order filters is considered. Finally, analog modulation in optical links is proposed
as an alternative signaling modality for high-bandwidth links. The fundamental gain and
noise performance are derived for a generic analog optical link, and the performance of a
microring in GlobalFoundries 45CLO platform is validated for use as a WDM compatible
analog optical modulator. A proof-of-concept microring-resonator-based analog WDM link
system is designed for data remoting in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), demonstrating
an SFDR3 of 63 dBHz2/3.
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2.1 Main features provided by BPG, and the plugins that support those features.
A central manager coordinates data flow between the various plugins. Designer
specifications are provided as input to the design manager. A technology plugin,
created once per technology process or provided as part of a PDK, abstracts
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export to GDS, call the Photonic Compiler to convert the abstract layout into
foundry layers, and export a simulation setup to Lumerical. . . . . . . . . . . . 7

2.3 a) Example structure for a ring row photonic layout. The top level RingRow
class subclasses PhotonicTemplateBase, which by inheritance gives it access to
all of the primitive shape and hierarchy creation methods. Using the specifica-
tions provided by the user, RingRow then dynamically creates and instantiates all
the different component types. These components can themselves be generators
which subclass PhotonicTemplateBase such as RingType and ThermalSwitch,
or they can be standalone PDK components imported from GDS. Finally, all of
these components are assembled and routed together using WgRouter. b) Gener-
ated layout implementation of a ring row in GF45RFSOI [15]. c-e) Callouts of
(c) grating coupler, (d) ring resonator, and (e) thermal switch tree, emphasizing
the complex geometry required in photonic structures. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

2.4 a) Sample Dataprep routine, showing the operations performed on shapes on the
‘silicon’ designer layer. In this example process, the silicon shapes are Manhat-
tanized (de-angled) to a user specified grid. In parallel, a 2µm larger fill exclude is
generated around the silicon geometry. Finally, these shapes are mapped onto the
appropriate foundry layers. b) Sample of a ring modulator in GF45RFSOI, show-
ing the ‘abstract’ designer layers before Dataprep. c) Sample of a ring modulator
in GF45RFSOI, showing the foundry layers after Dataprep. Callouts indicate
several types of DRC violations that are resolved in the Dataprep process. . . . 11
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2.5 a) Sample LumericalDataprep routine for a dummy process. The dataprep groups

section defines geometry manipulation and layer operations. The lumerical prop map

section defines how layers map to Lumerical materials, thicknesses, and mesh or-
dering. The materials section allows custom materials for the technology to be
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uide router is initialized and all the rings are routed and added in-line using the
WgRouter class. Note that the route lengths, which might not be known apriori,
are computed by the router. The routing lengths, along with other pertinent de-
sign parameters, are stored in a sch params property at the end of the generator
code. b) Schematic generator for a row of rings. The contents of sch params

are passed into the design procedure of the schematic generator. The schematic
generator arrays the elements of the schematic template, sets the components’
terminal connections, and sets the schematic parameters for each element using
the provided design parameters. c) Schematic template for a row of rings. The
schematic template consists of the waveguide and ring primitives, which will be
arrayed and whose parameters are specified by the schematic generator. d) A
BPG generated row of rings schematic, embedded in an electro-optic testbench.
The electro-optic components such as CW laser, rings, and photodetector are
modeled in Verilog-A. The PRBS generator and electrical drivers are standard
electrical elements. e) Sample output eye diagram from the output of the pho-
todetector, showing a functional electro-optical system. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
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plied Nanotools NanoSOI [29], (middle) LioniX TripleX, and (bottom) GF45RFSOI.
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tree. The same generator is used to generate a 1x4, 1x16, and 1x512 switch. c)
High modulation efficiency ring modulator with 30 GHz/V shift [31], implemented
in GF45RFSOI. d) Thermal phase shifter with tightly integrated photonics and
electronics. A single BPG generator produces both the waveguide and heater
geometry, as well as the transistor layout and wiring. The distance between the
photonics and electronics is below 3 microns. e) (top) High-speed photonic mod-
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Input/output (I/O) scaling is one of the key challenges facing next-generation wireless sys-
tems as well as many other compute and sensing systems. As wireless systems transition
to 5G and beyond, adoption of massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) arrays will
be required to provide better spectral utilization and spacial beamforming capability. In a
similar trend, future sensing systems will look to utilizing larger arrays of sensors to provide
spatially multiplexed sampling, or to take advantage of the signal quality gains as array size
increases. Such arrays can be physically large with many elements and chips, and require
significant amounts of power to aggregate data from across the array.

Co-packaged and fully integrated silicon photonics offer great potential in meeting the
low-power high-bandwidth requirements for future I/O interconnects. Silicon photonics
transceivers are becoming the ubiquitous solution for inter and intra-rack interconnects in
the datacenter, providing high speed solutions at energies below 10pJ per bit [1, 2]. In addi-
tion, silicon photonic links enable further bandwidth density scaling by utilizing wavelength
division multiplexing (WDM), in which multiple distinct data streams can be transmitted
along a single optical fiber. As future bandwidth requirements continue to scale, system
designers must similarly scale the complexity and density of optical links.

1.1 Thesis Organization and Contributions

This work attempts to address three challenges facing I/O scaling in photonic links.

1. Large scale and complex electronic-photonic systems require new layout and verifica-
tion tools to enable rapid, flexible, and scalable design methodologies.

2. Achieving high data densities requires proper understanding of the design tradeoffs
when targeting high channel count WDM systems.

3. As data bandwidth scales, conventional digital signalling requires high power as the
energy per bit reaches a plateau; thus, alternative signaling modalities such as analog
modulation can provide power-efficient solutions.
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In Chapter 2, the author presents the Berkeley Photonics Generator (BPG). BPG offers
an end-to-end photonic system design framework, which allows the full electronic-photonic
design flow to be managed from a single source. This framework enables engineers to im-
plement large-scale photonic systems rapidly and with design confidence. BPG promotes
a technology-agnostic generator-based coding methodology, and has produced functioning
systems in a number of technology nodes. This work is done in collaboration with Pavan
Bhargava and Ruocheng Wang. Parts of this work appear in

• [3] V. M. Stojanović, P. Bhargava, S. Buchbinder, and J. Kim, “EPDA for EPSoC
design: From co-simulation to photonic circuit generators,” in Design Automation and
Test in Europe (DATE), 2019.

and a paper is currently in review in Transactions on Computer-Aided Design of Integrated
Circuits and Systems. In addition, this work has enabled the photonic designs which have
appeared in

• [4] P. Zarkos, S. Buchbinder et al., “Monolithically Integrated Electronic-Photonic
Ultrasound Receiver Using Microring Resonator,” 2021 Conf. Lasers Electro-Optics,
CLEO 2021 - Proc., pp. 2021–2022, 2021.

• [5] C. Adamopoulos, S. Buchbinder et al., “Fully Integrated Electronic-Photonic
Biosensor for Label-Free Molecular Sensing in Advanced Zero-Change CMOS-SOI Pro-
cess,” 2021 Conf. Lasers Electro-Optics, CLEO 2021 - Proc., pp. 4–5, 2021.

• [6] C. Adamopoulos, P. Zarkos, S. Buchbinder et al., “Lab-on-Chip for Everyone:
Introducing an Electronic-Photonic Platform for Multiparametric Biosensing Using
Standard CMOS Processes,” IEEE Open J. Solid-State Circuits Soc., vol. 1, no. Oc-
tober, pp. 198–208, 2021.

• [7] M. Wade et al., “An Error-free 1 Tbps WDM Optical I/O Chiplet and Multi-
wavelength Multi-port Laser,” 2021 Opt. Fiber Commun. Conf. Exhib. OFC 2021 -
Proc., no. c, pp. 6–8, 2021.

as well as other published works.
In Chapter 3, a new framework for modeling crosstalk and insertion loss penalty for

digital optical links is presented. This framework provides intuitive understanding for the
receive-filter imposed limitations of channel densification in optical links. The major sources
of signal impairment are identified as functions of technology parameters and system design
choices, such as channel spacing. The modeling framework is used to derive the optimal
receiver filter design as a function of these technology and system parameters. Finally, the
utility of higher order filters is considered. The results of this work provide design guidelines
that help determine how to properly scale channel count and data density in optical links.

In Chapter 4, the performance of analog modulation in optical links is explored. The
fundamental gain and noise performance are derived for a generic analog optical link. Next,
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the author derives optimal design parameters for low frequency microring modulators. The
linearity and noise performance of microrings as resonant modulator devices are then in-
vestigated. Characterization of the linearity performance of a microring in GlobalFoundries
45nm CLO platform is presented. This work will be presented in

• [8] S. Buchbinder et al., “Silicon Microring Modulator for High SFDR Analog Links
in Monolithic 45nm CMOS,” in Conference on Lasers and Electro-Optics, 2022. To be
published.

In Chapter 5, a proof-of-concept microring-resonator-based analog optical link system
for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data remoting is presented. This system utilizes
microring modulators to perform WDM-compatible analog optical modulation. The design
objectives and circuit implementation details are provided, and the packaging flow required
for this monolithic electronic-photonic IC is detailed. Current measurement status is pro-
vided. This work was done in collaboration with Ruocheng Wang. The author’s main
contributions to this work are the overall link modeling, digital and optical system design,
full-chip integration, and packaging flow.
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Chapter 2

Berkeley Photonics Generator

2.1 Introduction

Over the past decade, research and development in integrated photonic systems has matured,
heralding their deployment in new high volume products. These new photonic systems will
have an impact across a wide range of applications, from digital communications and biosen-
sors to autonomous vehicles and machine learning. Scaling integrated photonic systems to
support these applications necessitates a design workflow that enables novel device devel-
opment, scalability to systems with many thousands of optical devices, compatibility with
electronic-photonic integration, and a robust verification methodology.

To date, many independent approaches to establishing such a design workflow have been
pursued [9], some focused on supporting custom mask layout for research applications [10]
and others focused on creating an ecosystem around assembling foundry-made PDK compo-
nents. While each of these approaches has been successful within their respective domains,
the needs of emerging high-volume integrated photonic systems bridge the gap between these
approaches.

Many of the major EDA companies offer integrated photonic design environments, which
rely on close foundry collaboration for PDK releases and which frequently treat low-level
optical devices as black boxes that system designers snap together in a graphical environment
[11, 12]. These types of environments are useful in lowering the barrier to entry for designing
simple systems with existing foundry made components. However, as competition increases
in the photonics space, designers will need to differentiate themselves with novel devices,
design techniques, and large-scale photonic designs, which is challenging with these tools.

A significant amount of research in the academic space leverages open source tools such
as gdspy or KLayout [10, 13]. These tools allow designers to have fine grain control over
the geometry of the primitive devices. However, they lack close integration with standard
simulation and verification tools and the higher-level features required to enable easier large-
scale photonic system design and integration. As a result, most designers need to combine
many different commercial and custom tools to successfully create and verify a new design.
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To address these shortcomings, we present the Berkeley Photonics Generator (BPG), an
open-sourced, modular, and easy-to-use framework for end-to-end photonic system design
[14]. BPG utilizes a plugin-based architecture with flexible support for third party tools,
enabling a full design flow managed from a single source. BPG provides low-level design
capabilities, enabling custom device design, as well as high-level integration features, en-
abling large-scale system design. By encouraging technology-agnostic generator-based design
methodologies, BPG enables significant design reuse across different projects and technology
nodes. BPG aims to create an agile, robust, and easily adoptable workflow with a rich set
of reusable libraries to boost the photonic design ecosystem.

The remainder of the chapter outlines the design workflow from layout to verification.
Section II discusses the overall architecture and design philosophies of the BPG framework,
and Section III details the layout generation framework. Section IV presents an overview of
the Photonic Compiler and describes how a technology agnostic design is automatically con-
verted into technology specific design. Section V details BPG’s optical testbench generation
capabilities and interface to third party optical simulation tools. Section VI describes BPG’s
schematic and behavioral simulation capabilities. Section VII highlights several examples of
large-scale integrated electronic-photonic designs, which were uniquely enabled by the BPG
framework. Finally, Section VIII presents a conclusion and discusses future work.

2.2 BPG Design Philosophy

The BPG software platform was designed as a highly modular, plugin-based framework.
One of the overarching goals of the BPG framework was to establish a unified ecosystem
that brings together the various tools and methodologies required in electro-optic device and
system design. The primary features enabled by BPG include: layout generation, technology
compilation, optical simulation, behavioral simulation, and verification.

In order to create such a unified ecosystem, BPG utilizes a centralized design manager
(Fig. 2.1) to control the flow of a design through the various stages of its development. Each
of the primary features provided by BPG corresponds to one of the steps followed during a
standard design process. Specialized plugins within each feature category have been devel-
oped to provide the required functionality, or manage an interface to a 3rd party tool. The
central design manager stores the various elements of the design in a centralized database,
and provides an interface between plugins that can be used to pass data through the design
flow. Plugins are accessed through simple function calls, so that the top level design flow
can be managed through a simple script (Fig. 2.2). BPG’s plugin-based design philosophy
allows new tools to be easily integrated into the design environment, and enables additional
features to be added without disrupting existing workflows. In addition, by separating the
design flow into distinct modules, multiple designers can collaborate and specialize in differ-
ent aspects of design within a common framework. Finally, by storing the design content in
a centralized database, BPG obviates the laborious and error prone task of manually porting
the same design between various tools.
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Figure 2.1: Main features provided by BPG, and the plugins that support those features. A
central manager coordinates data flow between the various plugins. Designer specifications
are provided as input to the design manager. A technology plugin, created once per technol-
ogy process or provided as part of a PDK, abstracts foundry specific details from the design
process.

BPG is written in the Python programming language. Python was chosen for several
reasons. First, it is a very popular, easy to learn, and open source language. Python has
many established libraries (such as NumPy, SciPy, pandas, and more) that are extensively
utilized in the scientific community, that can be used to perform computation, optimization,
data import/export, and other operations, eliminating the need for developers to create
their own specialized tools. In addition, Python is simple to install on most platforms,
enabling easy distribution and adoption of BPG. Finally, Python makes it simple to perform
tasks such as dynamic module importing during run time, which are useful when user input
specifications can modify the class hierarchy.
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Figure 2.2: Sample design flow within the BPG framework. A top-level script creates a
PhotonicDesignManager based on the user-provided specifications. The design manager
can then, for example, create the internal representation of the layout, export to GDS, call
the Photonic Compiler to convert the abstract layout into foundry layers, and export a
simulation setup to Lumerical.

2.3 Layout Generation and Generator Based Design

BPG encourages a generator-based approach to designing photonic layouts. Rather than
having designers hand-craft a final layout for every possible implementation of a given block
through a GUI, the generator design approach requires that designers encode their intent
as a generalized algorithm with a set of input user specifications. By doing this, the design
flow is reproducible, automatically documented through code, and can be parameterized to
be used in a wide variety of circumstances.

While PCells embrace a similar philosophy, we seek to extend them in several key ways.
First, the BPG framework encourages and enables technology-agnostic design. By allowing
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Figure 2.3: a) Example structure for a ring row photonic layout. The top level RingRow
class subclasses PhotonicTemplateBase, which by inheritance gives it access to all of the
primitive shape and hierarchy creation methods. Using the specifications provided by the
user, RingRow then dynamically creates and instantiates all the different component types.
These components can themselves be generators which subclass PhotonicTemplateBase such
as RingType and ThermalSwitch, or they can be standalone PDK components imported from
GDS. Finally, all of these components are assembled and routed together using WgRouter.
b) Generated layout implementation of a ring row in GF45RFSOI [15]. c-e) Callouts of (c)
grating coupler, (d) ring resonator, and (e) thermal switch tree, emphasizing the complex
geometry required in photonic structures.

generator authors to write code for an abstract technology, it generalizes the applicability of
a single generator to any number of platforms. This approach is discussed further in Section
IV. Next, through BPG, generators have a very close connection with any optical simulator
of choice. By leveraging this close connection, it is possible to automatically adjust and
optimize the parameters for a specific technology that are not known when the generator is
written.

BPG is built on top of Berkeley Analog Generator (BAG) [16], a generator-based frame-
work for creating schematics, layouts, and testbenches for analog and mixed signal electrical
circuits. BPG adapts and extends BAG to provide the underlying hierarchy management
framework as well as new procedures required for photonic design. One of the key addi-
tions made by BPG is support for complex, free-form, polygon-based geometries used in
photonic components (Fig. 2.3b-e). BPG is fully compatible with electronic circuit layout
generators written for BAG, enabling easy co-design of circuits and photonics in monolith-
ically integrated processes from within a single environment. This co-design of electronics
and photonics has been leveraged to create components such as compact thermal optical
switches [15]. In addition, the integration with BAG enables use of the complex wiring tools
that are available and commonly used for analog circuit designs.

PhotonicTemplateBase is BPG’s primary Python abstract base class that provides a
common interface for photonic layout generators, and encapsulates concrete methods for
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creating and instantiating designs.
The PhotonicTemplateBase low level API contains methods that allow the designer to

manipulate primitive geometry and layout objects. Methods such as add polygon, add rect,
and add round can be used to draw unrestricted primitive geometry objects. BPG supports
polygons with free-form edges, and vertices on a quantized user-defined resolution grid.
The add instance method can be used to instantiate other PhotonicTemplateBase objects
within the current layout at a desired location and orientation. BPG supports any-angle
instancing (as opposed to restricting to 90 degree cardinal orientations), with intelligent
caching that re-computes the generator for an instance only when needed, reducing memory
and computation.

Designers can utilize the add photonic port method to create a PhotonicPort object
within the layout. A PhotonicPort is a BPG primitive object that records, among other
information, a location, angle, orientation, width, layer, and name. PhotonicPorts can
be strategically placed at important locations in the photonic devices, such as terminals
of the input and output waveguides, to demarcate locations that can later be used for
automated connectivity and abutment. PhotonicPorts can also serve as location markers
during photonic testbench generation and can be extracted from the design to provide I/O
location and device information during testing.

The higher-level API provided by PhotonicTemplateBase allows designers to easily as-
semble subcomponents into a larger, hierarchical design. Methods like
add instance port to port can be used to abut two photonic ports, automatically per-
forming any required translation or rotation. Finally, PhotonicTemplateBase provides an
abstract method draw layout which is implemented by subclasses to define the layout for a
particular system or component.

To enable easy connectivity and scalability of designs, BPG provides a semi-automated
waveguide router class, WgRouter. This router is capable of connecting two ports using
straight waveguide routes, parameterized turns (including circular and Euler), and ‘S’-bends.
The router keeps track of the overall route length as the route is drawn, so that length
matching can be performed. In addition, a waveguide bus fanout router utility is provided
to automatically fan out arrays of waveguides to target offsets, ensuring maximal spacing be-
tween waveguides and that no waveguide crossings occur. Since this functionality is used and
extended in many generator classes, WgRouter is implemented as a plugin, rather than addi-
tional methods of PhotonicTemplateBase. This allows WgRouter to use the visitor design
pattern to access PhotonicTemplateBase methods and create complex assembled layouts,
without increasing complexity of PhotonicTemplateBase (requiring multiple inheritance),
and without requiring large specification dictionaries to be passed around to complete the
routing tasks.

Foundry provided or pre-existing IP blocks can be encapsulated using the GDSImport

subclass of PhotonicTemplateBase. By adding PhotonicPorts at the inputs/outputs of
the block, the device can be treated within the hierarchy as any native BPG-created block,
and is able to be automatically instantiated, abutted, and rotated using BPG’s assembly
methods.
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These features allow designers to manage the complexity of large-scale systems, such as
a WDM ring row (Fig. 2.3). With this methodology, it is simple for users to change high
level specifications, like ring types, number of rings, and wavelength targets, and have the
generator automatically design and assemble the layout.

2.4 Technology Compilation and Process Portable

Design

2.4.1 Process Portability

To enable process portability, BPG provides an abstract PhotonicTechInfo class. This
class contains technology and process parameters required to abstract away hard-coded
technology-related constants from layout generators. The PhotonicTechInfo class is im-
plemented once per process by the foundry, PDK provider, or designer. In addition to basic
design rules such as minimum width and space, via sizes and enclosures, and area constraints,
PhotonicTechInfo also supports default design-related parameters, such as default waveg-
uide routing layers and widths. Layout generators can then access these technology param-
eters using a standardized API. In this way, designers can abstract away basic technology-
specific parameters (for example, by calling PhotonicTechInfo.wg layer, rather than hard
coding a layer), and can re-run the same layout generator using different PhotonicTechInfo
technology plugins to regenerate the layout in multiple processes.

To further enable process portability, designers are encouraged to use ‘abstract’ design
layers, such as ‘waveguide’, ‘nitride’, ‘undoped silicon’, or ‘n doping’, when implementing
the design. In this way, the layout generator captures the designer’s intent, rather than
the obfuscating minutia of mask design required in a particular process. Thus, by using
technology agnostic intent layers, a layout generator can be reused across processes, with
subsequent operations ‘compiling’ the abstract design into a particular technology.

2.4.2 Photonic Compiler

BPG utilizes a Photonic Compiler to convert the layout geometry from the internal database
representation to external formats, for example GDS. During the compilation process, the
abstract designer layers are mapped to mask layers that the foundry requires to fabricate the
structure. The compilation procedure utilizes a series of ordered Boolean layer operations
(and, or, xor) and polygon manipulation (growth, shrink, snap, Manhattanize) steps, called
Dataprep (Fig. 2.4). This Dataprep routine is standardized per technology, and is provided
as part of the technology plugin.

The Dataprep routine can provide significant functionality beyond direct layer mapping.
First, Dataprep’s layer and polygon operations can automatically add utility layers required
by the foundry, such as fill-exclude, marker layers around photonic shapes, or create negative
mask regions for partially etched silicon, removing these implementation level concerns from
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Figure 2.4: a) Sample Dataprep routine, showing the operations performed on shapes on
the ‘silicon’ designer layer. In this example process, the silicon shapes are Manhattanized
(de-angled) to a user specified grid. In parallel, a 2µm larger fill exclude is generated around
the silicon geometry. Finally, these shapes are mapped onto the appropriate foundry layers.
b) Sample of a ring modulator in GF45RFSOI, showing the ‘abstract’ designer layers before
Dataprep. c) Sample of a ring modulator in GF45RFSOI, showing the foundry layers after
Dataprep. Callouts indicate several types of DRC violations that are resolved in the Dataprep
process.

the designer. Dataprep geometry manipulation can also be utilized for automatic removal of
DRC violations [17]. Sequential ‘over-of-under’ and ‘under-of-over’ sizing operations remove
free-form minimum width and space violations, respectively [17]. BPG provides a template
for Dataprep routines, with a standardized geometry ‘instruction set’ that includes the add,
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subtract, rough-add, Manhattanize, and, xor, and snap operations, and regex layer parsing.
Finally, specific regions in the design (such as foundry IP cells) can be excluded from standard
Dataprep routine through the use of marker layers and appropriate Boolean subtraction
operations.

Utilizing the Photonic Compiler to automate DRC correction enables vastly more com-
plex and process portable layout generators. ‘Correct by construction’ methodologies, which
force the designer to produce DRC clean layouts within the layout generator, are not sustain-
able in advanced process nodes, where the 1000’s of DRC rules make even simple curvilinear
photonics elements challenging to clean. As an example, for a ring modulator designed in
GF45RFSOI [18], a direct mapping of the ‘designer intent’ geometry to the foundry layers re-
sults in tens of thousands of non-waivable DRC violations. However, applying the Dataprep
routine results in zero remaining non-waivable DRC violations.

2.4.3 Photonic Compiler Implementations

Through BPG’s plugin architecture, the computation backend can be customized as desired;
however, an open source implementation using gdspy [10] as the computation backend is
included, and an ultra-fast backend based on Mentor Graphics’s (Siemens EDA) Calibre
engine [19] has been implemented and used for wafer-scale photonic compilation. As an
example, a 5.5mm x 8.9mm electro-optic transceiver IC in GF45RFSOI featuring over 160
ring modulator and detector devices, as wells as 100’s of mm of curvilinear waveguide routing
and many grating couplers, was generated in less than 2 minutes, and was compiled into a
fully DRC clean output using the Calibre Dataprep backend in 30 minutes [18].

2.5 Optical Simulation

BPG enables robust and convenient optical device design and characterization through pho-
tonic testbench generators. While current work has focused on integration with Lumerical
[20], one of the industry leading photonic device design tools, BPG’s open plugin framework
can be adapted to support other third-party software by simply implementing a standard
Python interface between these tools and BPG.

BPG’s LumericalTB class provides a framework for generating re-usable testbenches.
The DUT’s generator and specifications are passed to the LumericalTB, which automati-
cally instantiates the device. The DUT’s PhotonicPorts can be accessed to correctly place
access waveguides to ensure the proper mode is launched. BPG supports multiple simula-
tion objects, such as simulation boundaries, mode sources, and various optical monitors. In
addition, direct Lumerical Script commands can be injected into the testbench using code
objects. Within the testbench generator, designers specify which results should be saved
from Lumerical for post processing within BPG or using an external tool. Because the test-
bench generator can access properties of the DUT and of the technology plugin, the same
testbench generator can be reused across multiple devices and technologies; for example, a
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Figure 2.5: a) Sample Lumerical Dataprep routine for a dummy process. The
dataprep groups section defines geometry manipulation and layer operations. The
lumerical prop map section defines how layers map to Lumerical materials, thicknesses,
and mesh ordering. The materials section allows custom materials for the technology to
be defined. b) Sample output of a grating coupler that models a foundry process which
includes conformal liners around the silicon (red) and polysilicon (pink) grating teeth. The
only user-defined geometry are the silicon and polysilicon grating elements. All liners and
background material are automatically generated through the Dataprep routine. c) Exam-
ple of two ‘photonic process corners’. Different Dataprep recipes, with adjusted parameters
reflecting ‘typical’ and ‘overetched’ process corners, run on the same designer geometry to
produce different simulation outputs. d) Closed loop design procedure.

generic MxN transmission characterization testbench can be used for multiple devices such
as AWGs, MMIs, or directional couplers. Testbench reuse enables more robust and standard-
ized optical device verification prior to fabrication. Furthermore, codifying the testbench as
a generator reduces the possibility of introducing mistakes compared to manually recreating
the supporting geometry and simulation objects.

Upon testbench generation, the Photonic Compiler is used to convert the DUT and test-
bench geometry into Lumerical Script code, which can be run via a standard Lumerical
workflow. The DUT geometry is converted from the same internal database that creates
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the tapeout mask outputs; thus, the designer can ensure there is no mismatch in version or
parameters between what is simulated and what is fabricated. For export into Lumerical (or
other optical simulators), rather than producing layers that correspond to tapeout masks,
the Dataprep routine can instead be customized to output layers that model the physical
structures present upon device fabrication. This conversion again allows arbitrary geomet-
ric and Boolean layer manipulation, which enables complex foundry flows to be modeled
accurately.

For example, in some process flows, conformal layers (such as oxides or nitrides) are
grown over lithographically defined geometry (such as silicon). Figure 2.5 demonstrates how
a Lumerical Dataprep flow can accurately model such fabrication processes as a geometric
oversize of the silicon layer and Boolean addition onto an oxide liner layer. A technology
plugin mapping file defines the set of layers and their properties that finally get exported
into Lumerical script (Fig. 2.5a). This ease of mimicking process flow allows designers to
be confident they are simulating an accurate and complete view of their fabricated devices,
without needed to manually specify all the additional non-designed material regions (such
as background materials and conformal growth layers) (Fig 2.5b).

In addition to allowing for complicated process modeling, BPG allows customized Lumer-
ical Dataprep routines to support ‘photonic process corners’, in which growth or shrink op-
erations and changes to thickness or material parameters can be used to model process drift,
over- and under-etch, and other fabrication imperfections (Fig. 2.5c). As photonic foundries
develop further statistical models, BPG’s framework can enable robust, cross-corner photonic
verification through PDK-provided variation parameters.

In a standard optical design workflow, BPG’s testbench generators can be used to quickly
and confidently produce complex Lumerical simulation geometries. Designers can easily
update layout parameters for their DUT, and by regenerating the testbench, all monitors,
sources, and domains are automatically moved to match the new geometry. Finally, the
results from the optical simulation can be fed back into Python to create a closed-loop
design methodology (Fig. 2.5d). Many Python libraries exist (such as SciPy) to enable
intelligent design space exploration and optimization.

2.6 Electro-optic Co-Simulation and Verification

Co-simulation is a critical aspect of system design to verify the behavior of the entire electro-
optic system. In the electrical circuit domain, designers create visual schematics or netlists
out of circuit primitives such as resistors, capacitors, and transistors. For photonic inte-
grated circuits, the optical primitives comprise compact models of devices that contain ex-
tracted behavioral parameters. BPG uses schematic optical device primitives from a Verilog-
A electro-optic co-simulation toolkit [21]. These primitives model the time-domain behavior
of optical components (both forward and reverse waves), and can be co-simulated with stan-
dard electrical components within the Cadence Virtuoso simulation tool [22]. BPG utilizes
the underlying BAG framework’s schematic generator [16] to create Virtuoso schematics
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Figure 2.6: a) Layout generator code outline for a row of rings. In the code snippet, a waveg-
uide router is initialized and all the rings are routed and added in-line using the WgRouter
class. Note that the route lengths, which might not be known apriori, are computed by the
router. The routing lengths, along with other pertinent design parameters, are stored in a
sch params property at the end of the generator code. b) Schematic generator for a row of
rings. The contents of sch params are passed into the design procedure of the schematic
generator. The schematic generator arrays the elements of the schematic template, sets the
components’ terminal connections, and sets the schematic parameters for each element using
the provided design parameters. c) Schematic template for a row of rings. The schematic
template consists of the waveguide and ring primitives, which will be arrayed and whose
parameters are specified by the schematic generator. d) A BPG generated row of rings
schematic, embedded in an electro-optic testbench. The electro-optic components such as
CW laser, rings, and photodetector are modeled in Verilog-A. The PRBS generator and
electrical drivers are standard electrical elements. e) Sample output eye diagram from the
output of the photodetector, showing a functional electro-optical system.
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that are capable of simulating both photonic and electronic devices. A schematic generator,
similar to a layout generator, is a codified methodology for describing a circuit’s schematic
connectivity and device parameters. In BPG, physical parameters from the layout gener-
ator, in addition to other user or technology provided parameters, can be passed into the
schematic generator class to manipulate a template schematic into a particular schematic
instance. BPG can again utilize BAG’s underlying methodologies to create an electro-optic
testbench that instantiates the schematic, and simulates the combined behavior.

As a motivating example, Figure 2.6 shows the electro-optic simulation flow for a ring-
based WDM link. At the end of the layout generator, derived physical quantities, which
may not be known apriori (such as routing distance between rings or around bends), are
combined with user-specified parameters into a python dictionary (Fig. 2.6a). The central
design manager then passes these parameters to the schematic generator (Fig. 2.6b), which
manipulates the schematic template (Fig. 2.6c) to implement the design. The final schematic
can be hierarchically combined with an electronic schematic to produce the final electro optic
schematic (Fig. 2.6d). The waveguide lengths in this schematic accurately reflect the physical
lengths, which are not known apriori, and which are extracted from the layout generator. A
final simulation output of the optical eye diagram is shown in (Fig. 2.6e).

Furthermore, the generated schematic can be combined with custom device and netlist
extraction routines to perform photonic-LVS (layout versus schematic) verification. While
specific implementations of the layout extraction routines are process specific and often
proprietary, such tools have been implemented by the authors in GF45RFSOI, GF Fotonix
(a next-generation GlobalFoundries 45nm electronic-photonic process), and Lionix Triplex
processes to verify the layout against a simulatable optical schematic. BPG provides plugins
to dispatch the LVS routine to the industry standard Mentor Graphics (Siemens EDA)
Calibre LVS engine.

In addition to LVS dispatch plugins, BPG provides plugins to support DRC routines
using the Mentor Graphics (Siemens EDA) Calibre DRC or KLayout backends.

2.7 Results and Motivating Examples

BPG has been adopted by several research and industry groups, and has been used to
design devices and systems in at least five processes: GlobalFoundries’ 45RFSOI [23], Glob-
alFoundries’ 45nm Fotonix process [24], LioniX TriPleX [25], Applied Nanotools NanoSOI
[26], and AIM Photonics [27]. Designers have used BPG to produce layouts for more than 10
full wafer runs and dozens of individual chips. In this section, we highlight several examples
of systems and devices that were enabled by the BPG framework.

BPG’s technology agnostic framework and Photonic Compiler allows the same design
codebase to be reused across multiple processes. For example, the rapid adiabatic coupler
introduced in [28] has been fabricated in GF45RFSOI, Applied Nanotools NanoSOI [29], a
next-generation GlobalFoundries 45nm electronic-photonic process [30], and LioniX TriPleX
(Fig. 2.7a). The same layout generator was used for all devices; the only change to produce
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these two designs was providing a separate Technology Plugin for each process, and providing
appropriate design parameters for each process.

BPG’s generator methodology allows for highly flexible and reusable design components.
Properly coded generators can take advantage of conditional and looping logic to enable
extremely scalable designs. For example, the same binary-tree based 1xN optical switch
generator (Fig. 2.7b) can be used to produce 1x4, 1x16, and even 1x512 switch networks.
Once coded, multiple instantiations of the parameterized structure can be used without
additional design effort.

Figure 2.7: a) Three implementations of a rapid adiabatic coupler, implemented in (top)
Applied Nanotools NanoSOI [29], (middle) LioniX TripleX, and (bottom) GF45RFSOI. All
designs were produced using the same BPG generator. b) 1xN binary switch tree. The same
generator is used to generate a 1x4, 1x16, and 1x512 switch. c) High modulation efficiency
ring modulator with 30 GHz/V shift [31], implemented in GF45RFSOI. d) Thermal phase
shifter with tightly integrated photonics and electronics. A single BPG generator produces
both the waveguide and heater geometry, as well as the transistor layout and wiring. The
distance between the photonics and electronics is below 3 microns. e) (top) High-speed
photonic modulators and ring photodetectors as part of a WDM link [18]. (bottom) BPG
generated all photonics components (1000s) on the 300 mm full-wafer run in GF45RFSOI
[32].

Seamless integration with electronic devices is enabled through BPG’s compatibility with
the underlying BAG framework. BAG is a generator-based tool for analog and mixed signal
electrical circuits that has been used to produce complex circuits such as ADCs and SerDes
transceiver frontends [16]. Using the methods provided by BAG, transistor, resistor, and
capacitor based electrical circuits can be generated in a scalable and process portable manner.
As example, we show a waveguide heater integrated with its transistor heater drivers only
microns away (Fig. 2.7d), with both the electronics and optics generated using a single
layout generator. This was achieved by calling a BAG transistor generator class directly
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from within a BPG generator class. The close integration between BAG and BPG enabled
wiring generators to be created to make the connection between the transistors and the
photonics. This combined electronic and photonic layout was then verified with Calibre LVS
tools before being assembled into a larger design.

BPG has been used for a variety of applications, from large-scale electronic-photonic
system-on-chip designs to novel device fabrication. Large scale system-on-chip applications
include the design and layout of microring based biomedical and ultrasound detector systems
[15, 33]. Novel devices include cryogenic ring modulators and ultra-high shift and FSR rings
[34]. Process portable layout generators, such as spoked ring modulator/photodetectors
(Fig. 2.7c), have been used to produce highly performant devices, such as 30 GHz/V vertical
junction modulators [31]. BPG has been used in novel applications for electro-optic systems,
such as cryogenic egress links. Finally, BPG has not just been used in the context of academic
research, but has been trusted and verified for use in volume production commercial electro-
optic systems [18].

2.8 Conclusion

We presented BPG, a photonic design framework that enables users to craft a workflow
encompassing layout, electromagnetic simulation, system simulation, and verification into a
robust, automated, and reproducible script. BPG’s architectural focus on modularity and
extensibility helps support the diverse needs of photonic designers. Whether the goal is to
experiment with novel devices that push the boundaries of complex design rules or to design
and assemble large electronic-photonic systems for high-volume manufacturing, BPG has the
power and flexibility to be customized to each user’s specific needs. This has encouraged its
use across both research and industry applications.

Given BPG’s ability to easily create technology-agnostic generators, it serves as an ideal
platform for creating a universal PDK. In the future, we plan to release a generator library
for BPG which can be automatically compiled to a wide range of newly emerging photonic
platforms.

The BPG framework is fully open source under the BSD-3 license and is available to
anyone now [14]. We include several examples of design flows with layout generators and
testbenches to jumpstart new users. Plugins to enable interfaces with other tools such as
gdspy, KLayout, and Lumerical are also open source and freely available.
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Chapter 3

Crosstalk in Wavelength Division
Multiplexed Links

Silicon photonic interconnects promise high bandwidth-density, high energy efficiency, and
compact integration with electrical transceivers [35, 36]. Such links hold great promise in
addressing the I/O data bottleneck that is one of the most critical barriers towards exascale
computing [37]. Optical I/O enabled by monolithically integrated silicon photonics has
reached datarates above 1Tbps per chip [7], and up to 8Tbps in a co-packaged module [2].

One of the key enabling techniques that allows for such high bandwidth density is Wave-
length Division Multiplexing (WDM). In WDM schemes, different channels of data are en-
coded on different wavelengths of light, Fig. 3.1. As target datarates increase, the datarate
per channel and number of wavelengths (channels) must increase as well, reducing the wave-
length spacing between adjacent channels. Spectral overlap of adjacent channels can cause
crosstalk, resulting in reduced eye opening and a degradation in bit error rate (BER).

This chapter addresses the limitations of channel densification in WDM systems. This
chapter first provides an overview of WDM link architectures, and the key metrics that
channel filters must provide. Next, the static transfer function and several key parameters
of microring resonators are derived, in both the spatial domain ‘loop analysis’ framework,
and the coupled modes theory (CMT) time-domain framework. The optimal single-ring
filter response is determined, and representative examples of different responses for different
design targets are shown. In Section 3.4, a modeling framework to evaluate crosstalk and
eye closure penalty in WDM links is presented. Section 3.5 presents the analysis results for
a single ring drop filter, and provides guidelines when designing WDM links. Section 3.6
extends the analysis to dual-ring drop filters, and it is found that double ring filters can
surpass single ring filters in technology processes where the intrinsic quality factor is high
enough.
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3.1 Overview of WDM Links

In WDM optical links, different channels of data are encoded on different wavelengths of light.
Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of a WDM optical link. An external light source provides n
distinct wavelengths on a single fiber, each wavelength providing an optical channel for data
transmission and reception. Light is coupled from fibers into and out of the transmitter
and receiver chips by means of optical couplers (grating couplers or edge couplers). The
transmitter (TX) consists of n distinct resonant modulator devices, each tuned to modulate
a single wavelength of light. In the schematic, n independent datastreams are driven by
electrical drivers onto each TX resonant modulator, which act as multiplexers that combine
data onto the common bus waveguide. The receiver (RX) consists of n distinct resonant filter
devices, each tuned to a distinct wavelength. The RX filter device act as demultiplexers that
separate the independent datastreams onto individual photodetectors and electrical receivers
per channel. In Fig. 3.1, the resonant devices are depicted as microring resonators. Examples
of ring-based WDM optical links can be found in [7, 35].

Figure 3.1: Schematic of WDM optical link. An external laser source provides n wavelengths
on a single fiber. In the transmit (TX) macro, an array of n resonant devices, acting as
modulators which are driven by CMOS transmitters, modulate data on each optical channel.
In the receiver macro, an array of n resonant devices, acting as drop filters, each capture a
single channel of data. In this schematic, microring resonators are used as both the resonant
modulator and filter devices.
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Figure 3.2: Example of crosstalk between channels in the receiver. Spectral content modu-
lated around optical carriers λn−1 and λn+1 is picked up by the resonant filter for a channel
centered around λn, which causes crosstalk for channel n. In addition, spectral content
around λn which does not get captured by the channel n filter will act as crosstalk for sub-
sequent channels.

As the optical signal passes through the receiver, each resonant filter ‘drops’ the energy
around a particular wavelength onto the photodetector for that channel. However, energy
from the adjacent wavelength channels can also be captured, Fig. 3.2. This is due to the
broad filtering response of the channel filter, as well as the broad spectral content of the
modulated signals [38], which causes spectral overlap between the filters’ spectral response
and the adjacent channels’ data. In these cases, the adjacent channels act as crosstalk
aggressors. In addition, limitations in the filter response cause some energy in channel n
to pass through the filter into subsequent channels, thus contributing crosstalk into those
channels.

The goal of an ideal drop filter is thus to capture 100% of the energy belonging to a
particular channel, remove this content from subsequent filters, and also completely reject the
spectral content in adjacent channels. Figure 3.3 shows an example of the filter responses for
two drop filters for two adjacent optical channels. Key performance metrics are highlighted:
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Figure 3.3: Sample filter responses of two drop filters for two adjacent optical channels.

insertion loss (IL), bandwidth (FWHM), and channel isolation. Insertion loss is a measure of
the lost energy which is not captured by the filter, at is central resonant frequency, and should
ideally be 0 dB. Bandwidth is measured by the full-width half-maximum (FWHM), which
is the bandwidth of the filter measured at half its peak power (3 dB below the transmission
at the center frequency). The bandwidth of the filter must be large enough such that the
spectral content of the signal of interest may be captured without significant attenuation.
Note that signals at the extremes of the FWHM bandwidth already suffer 3 dB attenuation.
Finally, channel isolation measures the rejection of a filter’s response to the energy in the
adjacent channel. The channel isolation should ideally be as large as possible, but design
constraints on the channel spacing, FWHM bandwidth, and filter order will limit this value.

In the next section, the behavior and pertinent properties of microring filters for use as
resonant filter devices will be discussed.

3.2 Microring Filters

Microring filters are attractive elements for WDM communications, due to their compact
footprint [39, 40] and sharp spectral response. A microring resonator consists of a looped
silicon waveguide coupled to one or more access waveguides, with a die micrograph and
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Figure 3.4: a) Die micrograph of a microring resonator (from [36]) in the GlobalFoundries
45nm RFSOI platform [41]. The ring radius is approximately 5 um. b) Schematic of a
microring resonator.

schematic depicted in Fig. 3.4. When the wave in the loop accumulates a round trip phase
which is an integer multiple of 2π, the waves interfere constructively and the ring is said to
be ‘on resonance’. The phase accumulated by the light as it propagates around the ring is
expressed as

ϕ = βL =
2π

λ
neffL (3.1)

where L = 2πr is the circumference of the ring, neff is the effective index of refraction, and
λ is the wavelength. The resonance wavelengths at which the ring is on resonance are found
to be

λres =
neffL

m
, m = 1, 2, 3, . . . (3.2)

One other important ring parameter is the loss coefficient, a, which is equal to the
single-pass amplitude transmission as light propagates around the ring, and captures bend,
scattering, and other losses. Under lossless conditions, a = 1. a is related to the power
attenuation coefficient α [1/m] by

a2 = e−αL (3.3)

The loss coefficient of the ring is dependent on the ring waveguide geometry (bend radius,
waveguide cross section, etc.) and on the process technology.
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Light is coupled into and out of the microring resonators by means of coupling regions.
The coupling region has complex amplitude cross-coupling coefficient k and self-coupling
coefficient t, which describe the fraction of light coupled from the access waveguide into the
ring. Under the assumption that no reflections occur in the coupling region, the transmission
matrix is unitary due to the reciprocity of the coupler [42]

(

Et

Et2

)

=

(

t k
−k∗ t∗

)(

Ei

Ei2

)

(3.4)

Here, E represents the energy amplitude of light in the waveguide, and is normalized such
that P = |E|2 represents the power flowing through a cross section of the waveguide. For
lossless couplers, |k|2 + |t|2 = 1. However, in practical couplers, the coupling strength is
strongly dependent on the waveguide-resonator coupling geometry, and proper consideration
must be taken when designing ring couplers, to ensure that the desired fundamental mode
coupling is achieved, without exciting undesired higher order ring modes [43].

3.2.0.1 Static Ring Response

The static transfer function of a ring resonator can by found from Eqs. 3.1, 3.4

Et2 = −k∗
iEi + t∗iEi2 (3.5a)

Ei2 = at∗de
jθEt2 (3.5b)
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Et = tiEi + kiEi2 (3.5e)
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Assuming a lossless coupler,
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i e
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The transmission power at the thru port is given by

Pt = |Et|2 =
|ti|2 + a2|td|2 − 2a|ti||td| cos θ
1 + a2|ti|2|td|2 − 2a|ti||td| cos θ

(3.8)

The power at the drop port is given by

Pd = |Ed|2 =
a|ki|2|kd|2

1 + a2|ti|2|td|2 − 2a|ti||td| cos θ
(3.9)
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On resonance, θ is a multiple of 2π, and the power at the through and drop ports is

Pt,res =
(|ti| − a|td|)2
(1− a|ti||td|)2

(3.10a)

Pd,res =
a|ki|2|kd|2

(1− a|ti||td|)2
(3.10b)

A condition known as ‘critical coupling’ occurs when

a|td| = |ti| (3.11)

In this case, Pt = 0. Note that for a ring with loss, which will occur in all physical systems,
the two coupling coefficients can always be engineered to achieve zero on-resonance power
at the thru port. In the case of a lossless system, a = 1, and the critical coupling condition
becomes |ti| = |td|, that is, symmetric coupling of the input and drop waveguides results in
zero on-resonance power at the thru port.

One important parameter of microring resonators is their free spectral range (FSR),
defined as the wavelength spacing between two resonances. Because the value of the effective
index depends on the wavelength, the FSR must be computed using the group index ng,
defined in Eq. 3.12

ng = neff − λ
∂neff

∂λ
(3.12)

Then

∂β

∂λ
= −2π

λ2
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As the FSR is the difference in wavelengths between two adjacent resonance conditions,

FSR · ∂β
∂λ

L = ±2π (3.14)

Thus

FSR = −2π

L

1
∂β
∂λ

= −2π

L

1

−2πng

λ2

=
λ2

ngL
(3.15)

Note that the FSR does not depend on the coupling from the ring to the access waveguides.
In designing rings for WDM applications, the FSR will dictate the radius of the microring
resonators.
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An example transmission spectrum of an add-drop microring resonator can be found in
Fig. 3.6. The responses are shown across multiple FSRs and close to resonance. Note that
the ring in this figure is not critically coupled, and thus has finite extinction at the thru port
on resonance.

Another important parameter is the resonance linewidth, which is defined as the full width
at half maximum (FWHM) or 3dB bandwidth of the spectral resonance. Using Eqs. 3.7, 3.10b
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Under the assumption of lossless couplers, Eq. 3.16 implies

1 + a2|td|2|ti|2 − 2a|td||ti| cos(θ) = 2 (1− a|ti||td|)2 (3.17)

Under a small angle assumption for θ, suitable for microring resonators with sharp linewidths
relative to their FSR, this becomes

cos θ ≈ 1− θ2

2
(3.18a)

1 + a2|td|2|ti|2 − 2a|td||ti|
(

1− θ2

2

)

= 2 (1− a|ti||td|)2 (3.18b)

1 + a2|td|2|ti|2 − 2a|td||ti|+
θ2

2
2a|td||ti| = 2 + 2a2|ti|2|td|2 − 4a|ti||td| (3.18c)

θ =
1− a|ti||td|
√

a|td||ti|
(3.18d)

Using Eqs. 3.1, 3.13a, Eq. 3.18a implies

FWHM =
λ2
res (1− a|ti||td|)
πngL

√

a|td||ti|
(3.19)

Two other important ring parameters are the quality factor Q and finesse F . The quality
factor measures the sharpness of the resonance relative to the resonance wavelength, while
the finesse measures the sharpness relative to the FSR.

Quality factor = Q =
λres

FWHM
=

πngL
√

a|td||ti|
λres (1− a|ti||td|)

(3.20)

Finesse = F =
FSR

FWHM
=

π
√

a|td||ti|
1− a|ti||td|

(3.21)

The physical meaning of quality factor is the number of oscillations of the electric field
before energy in the microring resonator is depleted, lost to internal losses and to the access
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waveguides, to 1/e of the initial energy in the resonator. Finesse, to a factor of of 2π,
represents the number of round trips made by light around the ring before its energy is
reduced to 1/e of its initial value [44]. Note that F = Q

m
, where m is the resonance mode

order (the number of wavelengths that fit in the circumference of the ring at a particular
resonance wavelength).

The quality factor can be characterized as either the loaded or unloaded (or ‘intrinsic’)
quality factor. Unloaded quality factor considers only the losses intrinsic to the ring resonator
itself, when access waveguides are absent. Such losses can be due to bending loss, sidewall
scattering, and material losses [39, 43, 45]. Under these conditions, |ti| = |td| = 1, thus

Q0 = Qunloaded =
πngL

√
a

λres (1− a)
(3.22)

The loaded quality factor includes coupling losses to the access waveguides. The loaded qual-
ity factor will always be lower than the unloaded quality factor. Unless otherwise specified,
quality factor refers to the loaded quality factor.

One implication of the resonant nature of rings is energy buildup within the ring. From
Eq. 3.6,

Ering

Ei

=
−ak∗

i t
∗
de

jθ

1− at∗dt
∗
i e

jθ
(3.23)

and the buildup factor is

B =

∣

∣

∣

∣

Ering

Ei

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

=
a2 (1− |ti|2) |td|2

1 + a2|ti|2|td|2 − 2a|ti||td| cos θ
(3.24)

On resonance,

Bres =
a2 (1− |ti|2) |td|2
(1− a|ti||td|)2

(3.25a)

=
a=1,|ti|=|td|=|t|

|t|2
1− |t|2 =

1

π
Finesse (3.25b)

On resonance, the buildup factor can be quite significant, with the energy and intensity
within the ring significantly higher than that of the input waveguide. This energy buildup
can lead to self heating effects, which cause a change in the resonance linewidth shape, and
can result in non-stable thermal feedback conditions [46].

3.2.0.2 Coupled Mode Theory: Time Domain

The coupled modes theory (CMT) time-domain formalism provides an alternative and el-
egant view of microring resonators, which is useful when designing filters for wavelength
division multiplexed systems. In the CMT framework, adapted here from [40, 47], the ring
is considered a lumped oscillator that supports energy amplitude e(t) which is normalized
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Figure 3.5: Schematic of microring resonator in the CMT framework. Loss rates r0, ri, and
rd represent energy amplitude loss rates.

such that |e(t)|2 represents the total energy stored in the ring. The ring can also be consid-
ered to support a travelling wave with amplitude E(t), such that P (t) = |E(t)|2 represents
the total power flowing through a cross section of the ring waveguide at time t. The energy
and power within the ring are related by

p(t) = |e(t)|2 = P (t)
ngL

c
= |E(t)|2ngL

c
(3.26)

The ring has resonance frequency ω0, and an amplitude decay time constant τ , such that
1
τ
represents the rate of amplitude decay. The decay time constant includes power lost to

intrinsic losses ( 1
τ0

= r0), power coupled to/from the input waveguide ( 1
τi

= ri), and power

coupled to/from the drop waveguide ( 1
τd

= rd). The decay rates add, such that

1

τ
=

1

τ0
+

1

τi
+

1

τd
(3.27)

The ring is again coupled to two access waveguides, an input/thru waveguide and an add/-
drop waveguide, as in Fig. 3.5.

The time evolution of the energy in the ring oscillator thus follows the following behavior

d

dt
e(t) =

(

jω0 −
1

τ

)

e(t)− jµisi(t) (3.28)
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Here, si(t) represents the energy amplitude, normalized such that |si(t)|2 is the power flowing
through the cross section of the input waveguide, and µi represents the coupling strength
between the input waveguide and ring. The −j phase factor is arbitrarily chosen by the
choice of reference planes when considering the coupling response. −j is selected to align
most closely with spatial mode-coupling phase conventions.

The transmitted wave can be written by inspection as

st(t) = si(t)− jµie(t) (3.29)

The power at the drop port can be written as

sd(t) = −jµde(t) (3.30)

and should obey |sd(t)|2 = |si(t)|2 − |st(t)|2 by power conservation.
The coupling coefficient µ can be related to the spatial power coupling coefficient k

(from the static ‘loop equation’ analysis above (Fig. 3.4 and Eq. 3.4)) by considering energy
conservation in the power and energy views of the decay rate. Recall that |k|2 represents
the fraction of power coupled from the ring to the waveguide, and vice versa. In the power
domain, the travelling wave in the ring of amplitude E(t) couples into the amplitude wave
of an access waveguide s(t) such that, from Eq. 3.26,

|s(t)|2 = |k|2P (t) (3.31a)

= |k|2|E(t)|2 (3.31b)

= |k|2 c

ngL
|e(t)|2 (3.31c)

In the energy domain, consider a ring which is coupled to a single waveguide such that the
decay rate of the energy due to just this waveguide coupling is 1

τi
and all other losses (such

as intrinsic loss) are neglected (i.e. 1
τ0

= 0). If the ring is excited to initial energy |e0|2 and
no incident signal is present (si = 0), then from Eq. 3.28,

e(t) = e0e
jω0te

− t
τi (3.32a)

|e(t)|2 = |e0|2e−
2t
τi (3.32b)

The power leaving the ring is equal to the rate of change in the energy of the ring. Thus,
equating the derivative of Eq. 3.32a to Eq. 3.31a and noting that st(t) = −jµie(t) when
si = 0,

µ2
i = |ki|2

c

ngL
=

2

τi
(3.33)

By similar reasoning, the intrinsic decay rate can be related to the amplitude loss coeffi-
cient a

2

τ0
=
(

1− a2
) c

ngL
(3.34)
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The static transfer function of the ring can now be found by assuming that si(t) = sie
jωt,

and solving for the steady state solution to Eq. 3.28. The energy in the ring is found to be

e

si
=

−jµi

j (ω − ω0) +
1
τ

(3.35)

while the thru and drop transfer functions are

st
si

=
j (ω − ω0) +

1
τ
− µ2

i

j (ω − ω0) +
1
τ

(3.36)

and
sd
si

=
−µiµd

j (ω − ω0) +
1
τ

(3.37)

respectively.
Calculating the power at the drop waveguide,

∣

∣

∣

∣

sd
si

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

=
4

τiτd

(ω − ω0)
2 + 1

τ2

(3.38)

the classic Lorentzian ring resonance shape can be observed. The FWHM can be quickly
determined to be

FWHMω =
2

τ
= 2 (r0 + ri + rd) (3.39)

where rx = 1
τx
. Note that the amplitude decay rates for the intrinsic loss, input port, and

drop port all contribute directly to the FWHM.
Using ω = 2π c

λ
and assuming small ω/λ deviation,

ω0 +∆ω = 2π
c

λ0 −∆λ
≈ 2π

c

λ0

(

1 +
∆λ

λ0

)

= ω0

(

1 +
∆λ

λ0

)

→ ∆ω

ω0

=
∆λ

λ0

(3.40)

Combining Eqs. 3.39, 3.40 yields

FWHMλ =
2

τ

λ2
0

2πc

=
λ2
0

2πc

(

1− a2 + |ki|2 + |kd|2
) c

ngL

=
1

2

λ2
0

πngL

(

1− a2 + |ki|2 + |kd|2
)

(3.41)

Figure 3.6 shows sample transmission responses for the ‘loop analysis’ and CMT analysis.
Note that while the loop analysis captures the repeating spectral pattern (i.e. the FSR), the
CMT model misses this feature. However, close to resonance (Fig. 3.6, center and right) the
CMT and loop models are in close agreement.
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Figure 3.6: Ring resonator response for the static ‘loop analysis’ and CMT analysis. Plot of
thru port response power (10 log10 dB scale) across multiple FSRs (left) and near resonance
(center). These correspond to Eq. 3.8 and the magnitude squared of Eq. 3.36. (right)
Plot of drop port power response (10 log10 dB scale) corresponding to Eqs. 3.9 and 3.38.
The ring is designed with FSR = 17 nm, Q0 = 10, 000, λ0 = 1310 nm, and a drop-port
FWHM = 60GHz.

3.3 Optimized Drop Port Filters

The goal of the drop filter is to maximize the amount of power captured on resonance and
delivered to the drop port. Consider the CMT response of a drop ring filter with intrinsic,
input coupling, and output coupling amplitude decay rates of r0, ri and rd, respectively.
From Eq. 3.38, the peak drop port response on resonance is

Pd0 =
4rird

(r0 + ri + rd)
2 (3.42)

From Eq. 3.39, the FWHM bandwidth is ω3dB = 2 (r0 + ri + rd). Thus, for a given target
FWHM bandwidth, the peak drop power can be rewritten as

Pd0 =
16ri

(

ω3dB

2
− r0 − ri

)

ω2
3dB

(3.43)

The derivative is taken with respect to ri, so that the input coupling can be optimized.

d

dri
Pd0 =

16

ω2
3dB

(ω3dB

2
− r0 − 2ri

)

(3.44)
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Thus the optimal ri is

ri =
ω3dB

4
− r0

2
(3.45)

Finally, from Eq. 3.39, the optimum drop port coupling is

rd =
ω3dB

2
− r0 − ri =

ω3dB

4
− r0

2
(3.46)

For symmetrically coupled drop rings, the on-resonance power at the drop port is given by

Pd0,sym =
(ω3dB − 2r0)

2

ω2
3dB

(3.47)

Note that maximum power is provided to the drop port when the input and drop waveg-
uides are equally coupled. It is interesting that this optimum condition does not occur for
a critically coupled ring, as one might expect since on resonance, critically coupled rings
delivered no power to the thru port.

The on-resonance power for a critically coupled ring can be found by noting the critical
coupling condition ri = r0 + rd. Then for a given ω3dB,

ω3dB = 2 (r0 + ri + rd) = 4ri → ri =
ω3dB

4
, rd =

ω3dB

4
− r0 (3.48)

For critically coupled drop rings, the on-resonance power at the drop port is thus given by

Pd0,crit =
ω3dB − 4r0

ω3dB

(3.49)

A comparison of the peak on-resonance power at the drop port for symmetric versus
critical coupling is shown in Fig. 3.7. Note that as expected from the above optimization,
the drop power on resonance when using symmetrically coupled rings is always greater than
the drop power when using critically coupled rings. The improvement is larger as the ring
bandwidth approaches the limit achievable for a given intrinsic quality factor. However, the
improvement extends into the more ‘comfortably’ targetable ring design space (towards the
top-right of the figure).

To highlight the need for sufficiently high intrinsic quality factors, Figure 3.8 shows the
thru and drop port responses for both symmetric and critical coupling, for the same ring
design target in two illustrative process nodes. Table 3.1 enumerates the CMT and static
loop ring parameters for each of these designs. In the left figure, the target FWHM is
100GHz, and the intrinsic Q0 of this process is 6000 which represents a highly lossy and
poor-quality photonic process. This represents an ‘aggressive’ design, which is close to the
limit of what can be targeted in this technology. The symmetric response is clearly superior
to the critically coupled response. However, because of the aggressive design target, the drop
port still fails to capture a significant portion of the input light when on resonance. This
is because, in order to achieve the FWHM design target, the drop port must be relatively
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Figure 3.7: Ratio of the peak drop powers achieved for optimal symmetric versus critical
coupling. Value is expressed in dB10 units. The ratio is plotted versus different intrinsic
quality factors and target drop-port FWHM bandwidths. Note that symmetric coupling is
always better than critical coupling. The white region indicates FWHM bandwidths that
are not achievable with the quality factor. Contours are demarcated for particular ratios (3,
2, 1, 0.5, and 0.1 dB).

weakly coupled. In addition, significant energy is also lost to intrinsic loss in the ring, which
can be observed in Table 3.1, as the 2r0 decay rate is larger than the drop port decay rate.

The second case in Fig. 3.8 targets the same FWHM bandwidth of 100GHz but assumes
a technology node which supports an intrinsic quality factor of Q0 = 70, 000. This intrinsic
quality factor is more representative of what can be achieved in lightly doped drop ring
filters in the GlobalFoundries Fotonix platform (discussed below). For this design target,
the intrinsic loss decay rate is negligible compared to the input and drop port decay rates
(Table 3.1), which results in nearly all power reaching the drop port when the ring is on
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Figure 3.8: Thru and drop port responses for symmetric and critical coupling. The plot
on the left shows a more ‘aggressive’ drop filter design, where the drop port coupling term
is relatively weak to achieve the target FWHM. The plot on the right shows a case where
the intrinsic loss is negligible; in this case, the symmetric and critically coupled designs are
nearly identical.

resonance. In addition, the symmetric coupling and critical coupling responses are nearly
identical. This result is consistent with Eqs. 3.45, 3.46, 3.48: as the intrinsic quality factor
increases, r0 decreases, and the symmetric and critically coupled decay rates become equal.

In addition to providing superior drop response, the symmetric drop filter design is supe-
rior to the critically coupled design in handling fabrication variation. Process and fabrication
variation can result in chip to chip and wafer to wafer variation of waveguide and gap di-
mensions and material properties, which affect key parameters of photonic devices, such as
effective and group index [48, 49]. As these variations exhibit spatial correlation [50], the ring
filters designed with symmetric coupling are more likely to remain symmetrically coupled
when variation occurs.

The key parameters (IL, FWHM, and channel isolation) can now be explored for the
optimal symmetric drop filter design. Note that Q0 impacts the range of target FWHM
bandwidths that can be achieved. This makes intuitive sense– if the internal loss of the filter
is too large (i.e. low Q0 corresponding to large r0 amplitude decay rates), narrow bandwidths
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Table 3.1: Symmetric versus critically coupled drop ring designs for the three cases in Fig. 3.8.
The upper half of the plot shows the CMT amplitude decay rate parameters, in units of GHz,
and shows how each loss source contributes to the overall bandwidth of the filter. The lower
half of the table presents the same information in the spatial ‘loop analysis’ view. Values
specified show the self-coupling amplitudes of the input and output couplers, and the single-
pass round trip loss factor.

CMT Parameters
FWHM [GHz] Q0 2r0 [GHz] 2ri [GHz] 2rd [GHz]

100 6000
Symmetrically Coupled 36.6 31.7 31.7

Critically Coupled 36.6 50.0 13.4

100 10000
Symmetrically Coupled 3.3 48.4 48.4

Critically Coupled 3.3 50.0 46.8
Static Loop Parameters

FWHM [GHz] Q0 a ti td

100 6000
Symmetrically Coupled 0.960 0.966 0.966

Critically Coupled 0.960 0.946 0.986

100 10000
Symmetrically Coupled 0.996 0.947 0.947

Critically Coupled 0.996 0.946 0.950

cannot be achieved.
The values of intrinsic (unloaded) quality factor (Q0) which are achievable depend highly

upon the technology platform being used and the design of the ring. The largest possible Q0

occurs for rings with large radii, which avoid bending losses, and for undoped rings which
avoid absorption losses [45, 51]. In the zero-change monolithic silicon photonics platform
developed in GlobalFoundries 45nm SOI platform [36, 41], the intrinsic, undoped quality
factor can be up to Q0 = 227000 [52]. However, doping the resonator to be used as a
modulator device results in a decreased loaded quality factor of roughly Q0 = 18000 (for a
5 um ring). For a microring resonator used as a drop filter, lighter doping levels are required
as compared to modulators. In the filter, the purpose of the doping is to perform carrier
sweepout required to remove the electron-hole pairs generated during two-photon absorption
and associated free carrier absorption [53]. The intrinsic quality factor for a drop filter will
thus lie somewhere between. Other work reports lightly doped modulator microrings with
Q0 = 39000 [51], and simulated undoped intrinsic quality factor of Q0 = 88000 [45]. The
achievable range for Q0 for lightly doped microring filters is thus likely below 100000 in
current platforms.

The IL versus Q0 and target FWHM bandwidth is plotted in Fig. 3.9, where for each
design point, an optimal symmetric filter is used. Contours for several IL values are plot-
ted. Note that as the design target approaches ‘aggressive’ design targets (left edge of the
contour), the insertion loss increases. This is because for a given FWHM, as Q0 decreases,
r0 increases, and thus the ring must be more weakly coupled to the access waveguides to
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Figure 3.9: Insertion loss (IL) versus unloaded Q0 and FWHM bandwidth. Contours are
drawn for 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 5.0, and 10.0 dB of IL.

achieve the target FWHM. This implies less energy will couple to the drop port, and hence
larger IL. Even at more ‘conservative’ design targets with larger Q0 and FWHM, there can
still be significant IL on resonance.

The final metric of interest is channel isolation. Channel isolation does not depend on
Q0– it only depends on the ratio of the channel separation to the target FWHM bandwidth.
As the channel separation increases, the channel isolation will improve, at the roll-off rate
of the filter. At the minimum channel spacing, in which there is no guardband between the
spectrum occupied by adjacent optical channels, the channel isolation is 3 dB at band-edge,
or ≈ 7 dB at band-center. At a more conservative channel spacing for which the band-edge
to band-edge separation equals the ring filter bandwidth, isolation above 12 dB is achieved
across the entire channel. An optimally designed link must balance the tradeoffs between
inter channel crosstalk and filter IL to optimize the signal quality at the receiver.

3.4 Optical Channel Model

In order to evaluate the effect drop filter design on overall link performance, a optical channel
model of the WDM link is created. The optical channel and drop filter response can be
modeled as a linear time invariant (LTI) system, through which baseband data is transmitted.
The optical channel is assumed to be dispersion free, limiting the results of this analysis to
short-reach optical links. Such LTI channel models are often used in high-speed electrical
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wireline link analysis.
In such analyses, given an overall channel impulse response h(t), the output of a single

wavelength of modulated data can be written as

y(t) =
∑

k

akh(t− kT ) + n(t) (3.50)

where ak represent data symbols which are chosen with equal and independently distributed
probability [54]. n(t) represents additive Gaussian noise and T represents the period of the
data pulses. If the signal is sampled at time points t = τ + mT , where τ represents the
sampling phase, then

y(τ +mT ) =
∑

k

akh(τ − (m− k)T ) + n(τ +mT ) (3.51)

Intersymbol interference (ISI) between the transmitted bit of interest and other transmitted
bits in the same optical channel (same wavelength) clearly impacts the output amplitude. In
addition, the output amplitude is sensitive to the timing phase at which the digital output
data is sampled from the output waveform. In link implementations, a clock and data
recovery circuit (CDR) is used to select the optimal sampling phase [55].

In this analysis, a worst-case channel model is assumed, in which all other bits are
assumed to destructively interfere with the bit of interest. This is done to simplify the
analysis and create a single value to represent the link performance. From Eq. 3.51, this
means that the main cursor (i.e. the signal amplitude at time tm = τ+mT ) will be attenuated
by all the pre and post cursors

ym(τ) = h(τ +mT )−
∑

i ̸=m

|h(τ + iT )| (3.52)

where the Gaussian noise has been neglected. To determine the optimal sampling point,
the final post-ISI eye opening is computed for the entire bit period. Rather than selecting
the peak eye opening value, which in higher order systems might be impacted by overshoot
and undershoot to create narrow windows of artificially high eye opening with low timing
margin, the following algorithm was used.

1. Determine peak eye opening

2. Determine start and end times at which the eye opening reaches 50% of the maximum

3. Select optimal sampling time as the time half-way between these start and end times

4. Eye opening is computed at this ‘optimal’ time point.

The eye opening computed by this procedure closely matches the peak eye opening that is
found at the end of the bit period for first order systems, while maximizing timing margin.
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Figure 3.10: Channel model response for a single bit pulse at 10Gbps bitrate. a-c) Sample
model response for idealized filter design, to validate coding for an ‘perfect’ channel response.
a) Filter design with Q0 =∞, FSR = 17 nm, and FWHM = 500GHz. b) Frequency domain
of the modulated optical field and drop port current. c) Time-domain waveforms of the
input voltage and output current, showing nearly identical behavior. d-f) Same plots for a
more realistic filter design with Q0 = 100000 and FWHM = 40GHz.

In the model, an idealized Mach-Zehnder modulator modulates a single bit pulse into the
optical domain, representing a single bit in a non-return to zero (NRZ) signaling scheme.
The modulator is assumed to have an infinite bandwidth and 100% extinction ratio. The
filter response is applied in the frequency domain, and the output current is translated back
into the time domain. In this model, the photodetector is assumed to have responsivity of
R = 1A/W, and both the photodetector and receiver circuits are assumed to have infinite
bandwidth. This is done to isolate the design of the drop filter from other design variables.
The impulse response h(t) is thus determined, from which the eye opening and eye closure
penalty can be calculated. Because the optical channel is assumed to be lossless (other than
the drop ring filter), the modulator is ideal, and the responsivity has amplitude 1, the ideal
response due to a pulse of amplitude 1 should be a pulse at the output also of amplitude 1.

The responses of the channel model for two example ring designs are shown in Fig. 3.10.
For this motivating example, a bit pulse at a datarate of 10Gbps (pulse width of 100 ps) is
used. The top row (Fig. 3.10a-c) shows the model response for an idealized filter design. For
this filter, Q0 = ∞ which represents a lossless photonic platform, and the filter bandwidth
is approximated to be infinitely wide by setting FWHM = 500GHz. As can be seen in
Fig. 3.10c, the output drop current response (green) closely matches the input pulse. This
is expected, as a lossless drop filter with infinite bandwidth should not lose any energy.
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The bottom row (Fig. 3.10d-f), shows the response for a more realistic ring, designed
with an intrinsic quality factor of Q0 = 100000, and a bandwidth of FWHM = 40GHz. The
slow rise and fall times at the leading and trailing edges of the pulse are due to the finite
bandwidth of the channel. In addition, note that the final ‘1’ level does not settle to the
same height as in the ideal case. This is due to the losses from the finite intrinsic quality
factor.

The next component of the link model that must be accounted for is crosstalk. Crosstalk
from adjacent channels will create an interfering photocurrent that distorts the desired eye
opening. In the worst case assumption used in this model, the crosstalk is assumed to create
a current that always opposes the desired bit. In contrast with Eq. 3.52, the worst case
distortion from crosstalk can be found by summing all the cursors of the channel response

xtalkm(τ) =
∑

|hxtalk(τ + iT )| ≈ Pd(channel spacing) ·
∑

|h(τ + iT )| (3.53)

where the effect of the crosstalk transferring into the channel of interest on a different part
of the drop filter transfer function is approximated as a constant attenuation by the channel
isolation between the drop filter of interest and the interfering channel. This allows for rapid
calculation of the effect of crosstalk as the channel spacing varies.

In addition, it should be noted that the channel in question has itself passed through some
number of drop filters tuned to other optical channels, and has thus itself been attenuated by
the thru response insertion loss of the preceding filters. This means that the energy reaching
the drop filter for each channel depends on the index of that channel in the overall WDM
array. While this is technically true, it can be seen from the thru response for realistic drop
filters (Fig. 3.8), that beyond the immediately adjacent channel, the thru port insertion loss
is practically negligible. Furthermore, the model assumes that no additional loss mechanisms
are present in the ring (for example, coupler loss), such that completely off resonance, the
insertion loss to the thru port is 0 dB (i.e. no loss). Thus, to get a representative figure of
merit that does not depend on the channel’s index in the array, it is assumed that the energy
belonging to the channel in question has already been attenuated by the thru port insertion
loss of one and only one immediately adjacent drop filter.

In summary, the eye opening is calculated using the following ‘representative’ equation:

eye opening =Pt(channel spacing) · h0 ←− main cursor (3.54)

− Pt(channel spacing) ·
∑

i ̸=0

|hi| ←− ISI

− Pd(channel spacing) ·
∑

|hi| ←− crosstalk

Pt and Pd are the thru and drop port responses, and are functions of the ring design parame-
ters (FWHM, FSR), as well as technology parameters (Q0). The (channel spacing) is meant
to indicate that the model frequency-shifts the ring response by the channel spacing, to ac-
count for the effects of adjacent channels (note that hi already includes the effect of the ring
belonging to the channel of interest). Note again that this model only captures the effects of
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Figure 3.11: Eye opening versus FWHM design bandwidth for a single drop ring filter. The
relevant ring parameters are: Q0 = 100000, FSR = 17 nm, and λ0 = 1280 nm. The bitrate is
10Gbps. The channel spacing is 500GHz The subplots on the right show the contributions
to eye opening from the main cursor, ISI, and crosstalk (from top to bottom). The optimum
eye opening occurs for a ring bandwidth of FWHM = 87GHz.

the optical filters; in reality, finite bandwidth of the photodetector and receiver circuit may
cause additional ISI, but may also attenuate some of the high frequency components of the
crosstalk signal.

3.5 Single Ring Filter Optimization

The model described above is now used to evaluate the impact of ring filter design on link
performance. Figure 3.11 shows the eye opening as a function of the drop ring FWHM
bandwidth for a representative optical channel. The optical parameters for the ring are
Q0 = 100000, FSR = 17 nm, and λ0 = 1280 nm, and the bitrate is 10Gbps. As mentioned
above, the eye opening represents the signal amplitude in the electrical domain after the
photodetector in the link, and is normalized such that 1 represents an ideal lossless eye (as
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Figure 3.12: Eye opening versus FWHM design bandwidth and channel spacing for a single
drop ring filter. The relevant ring parameters are: Q0 = 100000, FSR = 17 nm, and λ0 =
1280 nm. The bitrate is 10Gbps. The subplots on the right show the contributions to eye
opening from the main cursor, ISI, and crosstalk (from top to bottom).

the optical system is passive, there is no gain, so the eye opening cannot be larger than 1).
The channel spacing assumed for this figure is 500GHz, which implies that 6 channels

can fit in the 17 nm ≈ 3.2THz FSR.
Note that the eye opening has a peak at roughly FWHM = 87GHz. This optimum

can be explained by investigating the contributions of the main cursor, ISI, and crosstalk
amplitudes (Fig. 3.11, right, top to bottom). The signal amplitude captured in the main
cursor (h0) increases as the FWHM increases, as less energy is lost from the drop filter
response. However, as the ring bandwidth increases, the crosstalk increases as well, and
begins to dominate any improvement from the main cursor. Note that ISI also decreases with
increasing filter bandwidth; however, its contribution is small even at low filter bandwidths.

The above channel spacing of 500GHz is rather generous. According to the CW WDM
MSA [56], a new standard for O-band laser sources targeting optical interconnect applica-
tions, WDM links with 8, 16, and even 32 channels are being targeted. With FSR spans
of 9 nm, 18 nm, and 36 nm, these correspond to channel spacings of 100GHz, 200GHz, and
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Figure 3.13: a) Optimum FWHM and minimum eye closure achievable versus channel spac-
ing. b) Eye closure total and contributions from in-band attenuation (‘main cursor’), ISI, and
crosstalk. Each curve represents the contribution to total eye closure (in dB) from each loss
source. The relevant ring parameters are: Q0 = 100000, FSR = 17 nm, and λ0 = 1280 nm.
The bitrate is 10Gbps.

400GHz, with a channel spacing of 800GHz only specified for the 32-channel 36 nm span.
It is therefore interesting to investigate the impact of crosstalk, ISI, and in-band channel

attenuation against both channel spacing and FWHM bandwidth. Figure 3.12 shows the eye
opening (and main cursor, ISI, and crosstalk breakdowns) for the same ring parameters used
in Fig. 3.11. Observing vertical cuts of Fig. 3.12 shows that for a given FWHM bandwidth,
eye opening increases monotonically as channel spacing increases, as is intuitively expected.
Observing horizontal cuts of Fig. 3.12 show that for a given channel spacing, there is an opti-
mal FWHM bandwidth that maximizes the eye opening by optimally trading off degradation
from ISI, crosstalk, and in-band attenuation.

For each channel spacing in the optical system described above, the optimal FWHM
which provides the largest eye opening is plotted in Fig. 3.13a. Also plotted is the eye
closure, which is measured as eye closure = 20 log10(eye opening). For the 10Gbps datarate
used in this simulation, the eye closure penalty at a channel spacing of 100GHz is 1.3dB,
and is achieved at a FWHM bandwidth of approximately 50GHz. The contributions to eye
closure from in-band attenuation (channel loss), ISI, and crosstalk are plotted in Fig. 3.13b.
At each channel spacing, the optimal FWHM design is chosen. The primary source of eye
closure penalty for all channel spacing is from the attenuation to the main cursor due to
in-band loss in the channel. The secondary source of loss is from crosstalk. Finally, it
can be seen that the optical channel imposes negligible ISI eye closure penalty. (Note- this
conclusion does not implying that optical links do not suffer from ISI in general; rather, the
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Table 3.2: Eye closure [dB] for various datarates. Optical parameters are FSR = 17 nm,
λ0 = 1280 nm, and Q0 = 30000.

Channel Spacing [GHz]
Datarate [Gbps] 100 200 400

10 -2.8 -1.8 -1.1
25 -2.9 -1.8 -1.1
56 -3.0 -1.9 -1.2

results indicate that bandwidth limitations from properly designed drop filters should not
create ISI that impacts the signal.)

The impact of limited intrinsic quality factor is investigated. Figure 3.14 shows the
optimal eye closure (minimum loss) and the optimal FWHM bandwidth which maximize eye
opening for three different NRZ data rates: 10, 25, and 56 Gbps. For each datarate, the
eye closure is plotted for multiple intrinsic quality factors as channel spacing is increased.
First, note that as Q0 decreases, the eye closure gets worse. This makes sense, as a lower Q0

corresponds to greater energy lost in the ring filter. In addition, note that as Q0 decreases,
the FWHM which optimizes the eye opening increases; this makes sense as a lower Q0

causes a larger lower-bound to the achievable FWHM bandwidth. Note that as Q0 improves
(increases), there is a diminishing return in the improvement to eye closure.

It is interesting to compare the eye closure penalties for different target data rates at the
various CW WDM MSA channel spacings. Table 3.2 shows the eye closure penalty for the
three datarates (10, 25, and 56 Gbps) at the three channel spacing frequencies of 100, 200,
and 400 GHz. Note that at larger channel spacing (400 GHz), there is very little difference
between the eye closures at the three data rates. Even at the smallest channel spacing of
100 GHz, which is less than 2x the fastest channel datarate and yet 10x the slowest channel
datarate, the difference between eye closure is still small. These results indicate that the
dense 100 GHz channel spacing in the CW WDM MSA standard [56] is suitable for NRZ
datarates beyond even 56 Gbps.

Finally, fabrication variation is often a concern for the performance of silicon photonic
devices [57–59]. Variation in layer thickness, ring dimensions, and waveguide width can
affect the quality factor of microring resonators [57], which will impact the eye closure of
the overall link. The effect of Q can be seen by noting the change in eye closure for a given
channel spacing in Fig. 3.14. Precise impacts on link performance require knowledge of the
variation in physical parameters and Q factor for a particular fabrication process, as well
as knowledge of the datarate and channel separation being targeted for the system. As an
illustrative example, results from one 150mm SOI wafer process [60] suggest maximum Q
variation from 10000 to 30000 for a nominal ring design. Applying this spread to the 56
Gbps target datarate, the spread in eye closure penalties is presented in Table 3.3. It can
be seen that at more aggressive channel spacings, the impact of Q0 variation on eye closure
is more significant.

Process variation can also impact the realized bandwidth of a ring filter nominally de-
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Figure 3.14: Optimized eye closure (left column) and optimal FWHM bandwidth (right
column) at which the eye opening is maximized. From top to bottom, the datarate is 10,
25, and 56 Gbps. At each datarate, the ring design is optimized across channel spacing for
multiple Q0 values. The FSR of the rings are designed to be 17 nm at a center wavelength of
1280 nm. Note: at high channel spacing and low Q0 values, the FWHM appears to saturate.
This is an artifact of the limited sweep range used in the study. This also leads to the eye
closure at these saturated channel space and Q0 points not representing the most optimal
eye achievable.
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Figure 3.15: 25Gbps NRZ loss contribution (as impact on eye-opening) from in-band and
adjacent filter attenuation, crosstalk, and ISI versus FWHM design bandwidth. Individual
loss contributions multiply together to result in the overall eye opening, shown in blue.

signed for a target FWHM. To investigate how eye closure is impacted by this variation,
Figure 3.15 plots the loss contribution from the various sources (ISI, channel attenuation,
and crosstalk) versus FWHM target for a particular channel spacing and intrinsic quality
factor. The optimum FWHM, which provides the peak eye opening, shows a relatively broad
maximum. A change in waveguide width of 10nm, which falls within the variation range in

Table 3.3: Eye closure [dB] range for Q0 variation (10000 − 30000) at 56 Gbps and CW
WDM MSA channel spacings. Optical parameters are FSR = 17 nm and λ0 = 1280 nm.

Channel Spacing [GHz]
100 200 400

Eye Closure [dB] -5.6 to -3.0 -3.7 to -1.9 -2.4 to -1.2
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[60], affects a FWHM change of less than 10 GHz, which keeps the eye opening to within 1%
of the peak. This optimal design point thus shows good stability against process variation.

In addition, Figure 3.15 can be used to investigate the eye closure breakdown between
the various loss sources. For this particular link example, the majority of eye closure penalty
is due to intrinsic ring losses (65% of total eye closure). The next most significant loss
contribution (20%) comes from adjacent channel filtering, in that the prior drop filter in
the WDM link attenuates the channel of interest. Finally, crosstalk contributes to roughly
15% of the overall eye closure. This breakdown highlights the sensitivity of performance to
technology parameters.

While precise quantitative impacts of fabrication variation need to be determined using
statistical information for a given process, the link model developed here can serve as a useful
framework to translate statistical variation data on physical parameters (such as etch width
and SOI thickness) into higher level link margin predictions.

3.6 Multi-Ring Filters

As observed in Section 3.4, the optimization of microring drop filter performance requires
selecting a FWHM bandwidth that balances eye closure due to attenuation within the signal
band and eye closure from crosstalk. A FWHM that is too large results in low in-band
attenuation but causes crosstalk to dominate the eye response, and vice-versa for a small
FWHM. High order microring filters, in which multiple microrings are coupled together to
produce a higher order filter response, have been proposed to achieve larger channel isolation
(through sharper out-of-band rejection) and a flatter in-band frequency response [61–64].

A summary of high order microring filter results is presented in [65]. Many of these results
are from devices fabricated in custom photonics platforms which are tailored to provide low
loss. In Table 3.4, several of these results are reported, along with the estimated intrinsic
quality factor available in the platforms used (from directly reported data or extracted
from waveguide loss data reported in the publications). Even using platforms that support
relatively high Q0, the total loss of these multi-ring filters often exceeds 1 dB.

Table 3.4: Reported filter order and insertion loss per element, and estimated intrinsic quality
factor for various high order ring filters.

Work Filter Order Insertion Loss [dB/element] Intrinsic Q (Q0)
[66] 4 0.37 130000
[63] 5 0.36 180000∗

[65] 5 0.28 260000∗

∗ Upper bound, estimated from reported linear loss only.

In order to evaluate more directly the impact of higher-order microring drop filters, the
above channel model is extended to utilize the drop response of second order ring filters.
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The drop and thru responses are derived using the Mason gain formula [67]
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Unlike in [40], the intrinsic losses have not been neglected, as they play a role in the overall
performance.

A comparison of sample single and double ring responses is shown in Fig. 3.16 For each
value of Q0, both ring types were designed with the same FWHM bandwidth of 60GHz.
The double ring filters were designed to have a maximally-flat Butterworth response. The
ring coupling parameters to achieve this bandwidth were determined by numerically solving
for the pole placement, based on the analytic ring response which includes intrinsic loss,
Eqs 3.55 and 3.56. Note that the double ring filter response offers a flatter response within
the filter band, as well as sharper out of band rejection. However, this comes at the cost of
increased peak insertion loss. Note also that the discrepancy between peak insertion loss for
the single and double rings becomes larger as the Q0 decreases.

Similar to the case for single-ring drop filters, the channel model was evaluated for vari-
ous intrinsic quality factors. For each channel separation, the optimal filter bandwidth was
determined which optimizes eye opening against the impairments of in-band channel atten-
uation, ISI, and crosstalk. Figure 3.17 shows the difference between the optimal double-ring
and single-ring channel responses at three different datarates and for multiple intrinsic qual-
ity factors and channel spacings. The figure presents the difference (in dB) between the eye
closure penalty for double-ring and single-ring filters. Positive values on the plot indicates
that double-rings have less eye closure penalty (i.e. positive values indicate where double-
ring filters outperform single-ring filters). The model was evaluated for datarates of 10Gbps,
25Gbps, and 56Gbps.

There are several trends worth noting in Fig. 3.17. First, note that at all datarates, as the
intrinsic quality factor is increased, double ring filters begin to outperform single ring filters.
This is because the insertion loss due to the larger number of rings is not as significant, and
thus, the benefits of flatter in-band response and out-of-band isolation become apparent.
Note that at low Q0 single ring filters outperform double ring filters. Second, note that at
higher datarates, double ring filters tend to outperform single ring filters in general. This
can be explained in that higher signal bandwidth are more affected by the non-ideal in-band
channel attenuation from single ring filters. The flatter in-band response of double-ring filters
is more impactful for higher bandwidth signals. Next, it can be seen that as channel spacing
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Figure 3.16: Thru and drop port transmission responses for single (blue) and double (red)
ring filters. The Q0 is 40000 (left), 70000 (center), and 100000 (right). Faint black dashed
lines mark the FWHM bandwidth, IL, and 3-dB loss values. The optical parameters are
FSR = 17 nm, λ0 = 1280 nm, and a target FWHM bandwidth of 60GHz.

increases, the difference in eye closure penalty across intrinsic quality factors decreases. This
is because at large channel spacing, crosstalk has a reduced impact, so the optimal drop filters
can afford to target high FWHM bandwidths which have reduced in-band attenuation.

A limited sweep range for FWHM bandwidths causes slight inaccuracies in the calcu-
lated eye closure for high channel spacing and low intrinsic quality factors. This causes the
contours to cross at high channel spacings in the 10Gbps and 25Gbps plots, Fig. 3.17. The
contours as Q0 changes should not cross: higher Q0 always results in reduced eye closure,
and better performance for dual-ring filters over single-ring filters. The behavior at very low
channel spacing is because the crosstalk falls within the BW of the filter, which leads to poor
performance and optimization, and does not reflect realistic operating conditions.

While dual ring filters might outperform single ring drop filters, it is important to fully
consider the benefits and drawbacks to a multi-ring filter. For example, at 56Gbps and with
a practical Q0 ≈ 70000, double ring filters afford a 2.9dB, 1.9dB, and 1.2dB improvement
over single rings at the CW-WDM-MSA channel separation frequencies of 100GHz, 200GHz,
and 400GHz [56]. This improvement in eye-opening comes at the cost of complex tuning
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Figure 3.17: Comparison of double ring drop filters versus single ring drop filters. The plots
show the difference in eye closure when using double-ring filter or single-ring filters at the
same datarate, channel separation, and intrinsic quality factor. Positive values indicate the
double ring shows smaller eye closure penalty (i.e. positive values indicate where double-
rings outperform single ring filters). Note that at very large channel spacing and low Q0, the
limited sweep range of the FWHM during optimization causes inaccurate eye closure values.
The optical parameters are FSR = 17 nm and λ0 = 1280 nm.

and increased thermal power. Process and fabrication variation cause the radii and coupling
strengths of each ring in multi-ring filters to be offset from their ideal values. To obtain the
optimal filter performance, thermal tuning is most frequently used to adjust the resonance
wavelength of each ring. Additional complexity is added to tune multi-ring filters, which
require more complicated calibration routines and control algorithms [68]. Thermal tuning
efficiency depends highly on the platform [69], but is roughly 1.5mW

nm
in GlobalFoundries’

45nm monolithically integrated CMOS platform [6]. This heater power is per-ring, as FEM
simulations indicate that roughly only 20% of heat can be ‘shared’ between adjacent rings
in the filter. In terms of optimizing holistic link performance under a constrained energy
budget, this link model can be used to provide guidance whether higher order rings are truly
beneficial, or whether spending power on other parts of the link could have more significant
impact.

3.7 Conclusion

Understanding the limitations of channel densification is crucial to maximizing the perfor-
mance of WDM links. To this end, this chapter provided an overview of WDM links and
derived the equations governing the behavior of microring drop filters. It was found that
symmetric add-drop coupling provides superior performance over critically-coupled ring fil-
ters at the same intrinsic quality factor and FWHM bandwidth, though this improvement
diminishes as Q0 increases. Furthermore, the impact of limited intrinsic quality factor was
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specifically noted as the primary source of insertion loss in drop ring filters.
The chapter next introduced a channel modeling framework to evaluate the impact of

crosstalk and insertion loss on eye closure in WDM links. It was found that an optimum
design point for FWHM bandwidth exists for a given channel spacing and Q0. While the loss
contributions depend on exact link specifications, it was found that for a representative chan-
nel spacing and quality factor, loss from limited quality factor contributed most significantly
to eye closure, followed by filtering from the adjacent channel, and lastly from crosstalk.
Finally, the channel model was extended to investigate the performance improvement that
dual-ring drop filters can offer over single-ring filters. It was found the performance of double
ring filters can surpass that of single ring filters in technology processes where the intrinsic
quality factor is high enough, and for high enough datarates. However, and more realistic in-
trinsic quality factors and channel spacing, dual-ring filters offer only moderate performance
gains.
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Chapter 4

Analog Modulation of Microring
Resonators

In this chapter, the performance of optical links under analog modulation is investigated.
In Section 4.1, a model of the optical link is presented which treats the laser-modulator-
receiver system as a single Gm stage. The transconductance and intrinsic gain of the link
are derived. Section 4.2 presents an overview of the noise sources in optical links, and derives
the link noise figure. Section 4.3 demonstrates a case study in which analog optical links are
shown to provide power-saving benefits over conventional digital style links in massive MIMO
basestations or radar arrays. The linearity of microring modulators for analog optical links
is explored in Section 4.5, and experimental measurements verifying the predicted linearity
performance are presented.

4.1 Optical Links as a Gm Stage

Let us begin the study of analog modulation by considering the system shown in Fig. 4.1.
Unmodulated light from a laser is input to an external amplitude modulator, which driven by
some sinusoidal voltage waveform. After propagating some distance along an optical fiber,
the modulated optical signal impinges on a photodetector, which converts the signal back
into the electrical domain. Such a link is called an intensity modulation direct detection
(IMDD) link.

At the output of the laser, before the modulator, the electric field is

EL = E0e
jω0t (4.1)

where E0 =
√
P0 is the square root of the laser output power.

The modulator has a transfer function which describes the relationship between the
output electric field and the input voltage applied to the modulator, Fig. 4.2. The DC term
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of a passive IMDD optical link. Inset: Simple electrical model for a
microring modulator.

h0 describes the insertion loss of the modulator (in terms of field):

h0 =

∣

∣

∣

∣

Eout

Ein

∣

∣

∣

∣

DC

H0 = |h0|2 =
Popt,mod,out

Popt,mod,in

(4.2)

and a linear modulation term h1 which describes the modulation of the electric field versus
an input voltage

h1 =
∂|Emod|
∂vin

(4.3)

Under a modulation voltage of Vin(t) = vin · cos(ωRF t+ϕ(t)), the electric field at the output
of the modulator is given by

Emod,out = E0e
jω0t (h0 + h1 (vin · cos(ωRF t+ ϕ(t)))) (4.4)

such that intensity of the modulated optical power in the sideband is given by ∆Pmod =
|h1|2
4
· |vin|2 · Popt,mod,in. h1 can therefore be seen as a measure of the sideband modulation

efficiency, defined with slightly different parameters in other work [70].
Let the link comprise an optical fiber with total optical power transmission fraction Tfiber

(such that IL = 10
Tfiber

10 ) and a photodetector with responsivity R. The optical loss is broken
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down into Tfiber = αL · αF , where αL =
Popt,mod,in

P0
is the optical loss from the laser output

to the modulator input, and αF =
Ppd

Popt,mod,out
is the optical loss from the modulator output

to the photodetector. At the photodetector, the optical carrier beats with the modulation
sidebands to produce a current

iout = R · Ppd

= R · Tfiber · Pmod,out

= R · Tfiber · |Emod,out|2

= R · Tfiber · P0

(

h2
0 +

1

2
h2
1v

2
in

+ 2h0h1 · vin cos(ωRF t+ ϕ(t))

+
1

2
h2
1 · v2in cos (2ωRF t+ 2ϕ(t))

)

(4.5)

The resulting current has been broken up into three terms: the DC photocurrent, the AC
photocurrent at the frequency of interest, and the second harmonic AC photocurrent that
results from the beating of the two sidebands generated by the electro-optic modulator.

Let us consider the ‘effective transconductance’ gm of the link, gm = iout
vin

, which is the
ratio of signal current at the output of the link to modulation voltage at the input of the
link, Fig. 4.3. From Eq. 4.5, we find that

gm = P0 · Tfiberh0 ·R · 2h1 (4.6)

In general, the modulation coefficient h1 (and therefore gm) is a function of modulation
frequency, h1 = h1 (ωRF ). The dynamics of the modulation coefficient are affected by both
electrical and optical effects, including the mechanism for optical modulation, the electrical
interface between the modulator and the signal source, and type of optical modulator and
its particular design.

One of the most common mechanisms to achieve optical modulation in silicon photonics
platforms is the plasma dispersion effect, which will be discussed in Section 4.4.1. The inset in
Fig. 4.1 shows a simple electrical model for such plasma dispersion modulators, which consist
of a series resistance and junction capacitance. To achieve the largest optical modulation,
the series resistance of both the source and modulator must be minimized, such that the
voltage across the junction capacitance can be maximized. The junction capacitance and
resistance for microring devices in GlobalFoundries 45nm are on the order of 10s of femto-
Farads and 100’s of Ohms respectively [71], resulting in an electrical pole in the 10s of GHz.
To achieve optimal modulation at even higher frequencies, appropriate electrical matching
networks may be required between the signal source and modulator load.

In additional to electrical effects, the modulator’s optical architecture can impose fre-
quency dependent behavior. Mach-Zehnder modulators, for example, are often long devices
due to the weak electro-optic coefficient in silicon photonic platforms [72]. Because of their
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of a passive optical link.

long length, traveling-wave effects cause modulation strength to roll-off with frequency unless
traveling-wave electrodes are used to compensate this effect [73]. The dynamics of micror-
ing modulators have been studied in numerous works [74, 75], and depend on the optical
bandwidth of the Lorentzian resonance, the laser detuning from resonance, and the coupling
strength of the ring to bus waveguide. For low modulation frequencies, well below the optical
bandwidth of the rings, these frequency effects can be ignored, and the electro-optic modu-
lation strength can be optimized by suitable design choice, as will be shown in Section 4.4.2.
For high modulation frequencies, special optical architectures such as dual-ring microring
modulators [76] are required to achieve sufficient optical modulation. For the remainder
of this study, it is assumed that modulation is occurring at a single frequency, such that
h1(ωRF ) already represents the modulation efficiency at the frequency of interest.

Equation 4.6 is broken into different sections. It can be seen that the transconductance
gain depends on the optical power P0 from the laser, the insertion loss along the link Tfiberh0,
the responsivity of the photodetector R, and the modulation slope h1. To achieve the highest
transconductance gain, each of these factors must be maximized. The following numerical
example serves to demonstrate a best-case transconductance that might be achievable in an
optical link.

The responsivity of photodetectors depends on their quantum efficiency and the oper-
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Figure 4.3: Optical link as a Gm stage, which accepts an input voltage and produces an
output current.

ating wavelength. Values of R = 0.6 A
W
∼ 1 A

W
are achievable with monolithically integrated

photodetectors in GlobalFoundries 45nm platform [71]. The next term Tfiberh0 must be
maximized by minimizing the insertion loss through the link. The peak value, assuming no
active optical amplification, is 1, though any actual link will suffer insertion loss from con-
nectors, optical coupling to the chip, and loss from the modulator itself, which typically total
to several dB even in well designed links. The modulation slope h1 depends on the type and
design of the electro-optic modulator. As will be derived in later sections, for a microring
modulator with resonance shift efficiency of 5GHz/V− 30GHz/V (typical for well-designed
modulators in GlobalFoundries 45nm platform [77–79]), the linear modulation slope can
approach values of roughly h1 ≈ 0.5V-1 − 3V-1. Thus, we find that the best case transcon-
ductance of a well-designed optical link, with an ideal 0 dB insertion loss, is on the order of
gm ∼ P0 · 1 · 1 A

W
· 1V −1 ∼ P0

A
V

(with laser power P0 in Watts). The final parameter is the
laser power P0, which should be maximized to achieve the largest transconductance. While
any transconductance can be theoretically achieved by increasing P0, in practice limitations
on laser output power as well as nonlinear absorption in photonics devices limits realistic
output laser powers to at most P0 = 10mW. Thus the optimistically best-case optical link
transconductance is on the order of gm ∼ 0.01A

V
− 0.05A

V
. In practice, as shall be discussed

below, insertion loss (∼ 6 dB) and limited laser power (∼ 1mW) limit the transconductance
closer to gm ∼ 10−5 − 10−4 A

V
.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of a passive optical link with noise sources included.

4.2 Noise in Analog Links

In this section, the noise sources affecting analog optical links are discussed. The predominant
regions of operation are described, as well as the scaling trends. The noise figure of optical
links is then derived. The section concludes by motivating preamplifiers as a means of
improving link noise figure. Throughout the following discussion, consider the optical link
shown in Figure 4.4. Note that in this analysis, the simplified electrical model shown in the
inset of Fig. 4.1 is assumed. Furthermore, it is assumed that the junction capacitance acts
as an open circuit (i.e. the reactance is much larger than the modulator resistance or source
resistance), which is valid for modulation frequencies sufficiently below the ∼ 50 GHz pole
frequency.

4.2.1 Noise Sources in Analog Links

4.2.1.1 Thermal Noise

Thermal noise, or Johnson noise, is a fundamental noise source that arises due to the random
movement of charge carriers in conductors. Any physical resistor will produce thermal noise.
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The mean square noise voltage across a resistor of value R at a temperature T is

〈

v2t
〉

= 4kTR∆f (4.7)

where k = 1.38× 10−23 J/K is the Boltzmann constant and ∆f is the bandwidth over which
the noise is measured. Thermal noise is a white noise source with constant spectral density.

In the optical link represented in Fig. 4.4, there are several elements which contribute
thermal noise. First, as mentioned above the input source is assumed to has a physical
resistance that contributes a reference input noise into the system, represented by v2t,source.
Next, the modulator device has Ohmic resistance which also contributes noise at the input of
the system, represented by v2t,mod. The photodetector has Ohmic resistance which contributes
thermal noise i2t,pd. Finally, the electrical receiver which loads the photodetector is assumed
to have an equivalent input referred thermal noise i2t,load.

4.2.1.2 Shot Noise

Shot noise is a fundamental noise source that arises from the discrete nature of charge flow.
The total photocurrent produced by a photodetector can be written as

i(t) = ⟨I⟩+ isn(t) (4.8)

where ⟨I⟩ represents the average photocurrent and isn(t) represents the shot noise. Because
the electron transit through the photodetector follows a Poisson distribution, the noise cur-
rent has spectral noise density

Ssn(f) = 2q⟨I⟩ (4.9)

where q = 1.602 × 10−19 C is the fundamental charge and the 2 arises from a single-sided
PSD [80]. This implies that the mean square shot noise can be expressed as

〈

i2sn
〉

= 2q⟨I⟩∆f (4.10)

Shot noise spectral density is constant up to frequencies far above the operating bandwidths
of links, and thus represents a white noise source. Shot noise can be related to the optical
power by noting that ⟨I⟩ = R⟨Ppd⟩ where R is the responsivity of the photodetector and
⟨Ppd⟩ is the average power incident on the photodetector.

4.2.1.3 Relative Intensity Noise

Relative intensity noise (RIN) is a fundamental noise source of lasers, which describes the
noise fluctuations of the output laser power (intensity). Intensity noise from a laser originates
partly from quantum noise sources such as spontaneous emission and partly from classical
sources such as thermal fluctuations and cavity vibrations [81]. RIN is defined as

RIN =
⟨∆P (t)2⟩

P 2
0

(4.11)
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where P0 is the average optical power of the laser and ∆P (t) is the fluctuation of laser power
such that P0(t) = P0+∆P (t). RIN is often expressed in the units dB/Hz, and can be related
to the photodetector’s current as

RIN = 10 log

(

2 ⟨i2rin(t)⟩
⟨I0⟩2 ∆f

)

(4.12)

where the 2 comes from the single-sided power spectral density, and ⟨i2rin⟩ and ⟨I0⟩ represent
the mean-square noise current due to RIN and the DC photocurrent. The responsivity
cancels out because both optical powers are squared in Eq. 4.11. Equivalently, the mean-
square noise current can be expressed as

〈

i2rms

〉

=
⟨I0⟩2
2

10
RIN
10 ∆f (4.13)

The power spectral density of RIN is not flat, but peaks due to relaxation oscillations
in the laser, Fig. 4.5, after which the RIN reduces to the shot noise limit. This implies
that for frequencies below the relaxation peak, rms current noise due to RIN scales with
average photodetector current squared, whereas above the relaxation frequency RIN current
noise scales in the same manner as shot noise, i.e. with a linear relation to photodetector
current [80]. Laser data sheets commonly report a single RIN value and bandwidth. For
the following discussion, unless otherwise noted, it is assumed that the RIN noise density is
constant (valid for sufficiently low frequency links), and where an rms value is required, the
RIN is integrated up to the reported bandwidth.

4.2.1.4 Total Output Noise

The contributions from each noise source can be summed to find the total noise current at
the output of the photodetector. Using superposition, each noise term is output referred to
an equivalent noise current at the photodetector. Recall that because noise power adds, each
noise term must be multiplied by the square of the transfer function from the noise source
to the output.

i2n,total =i2t,source + i2t,mod + i2rin + i2sn + i2t,pd + i2t,load

=4kTRsourceg
2
m + 4kTRmodg

2
m + 10

RIN
10 · (P0Tfiberh0R)2

2

+ 2qP0Tfiberh0R +
4kT

Rpd

+ i2t,load

(4.14)

where kT is the Boltzman constant times temperature, R is the responsivity of the
photodetector, Rx represents the Ohmic resistance of component x, and gm represents the
transconductance gain of the link (Eq. 4.6). The receive circuit which loads the photodetector
is assumed to have an input referred (to the photodetector) current noise power of i2t,load, and
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Figure 4.5: RIN power spectral density for a Nd:YAG laser. From [82].

is often dominated by i2t,load =
4kT
Rfb

, whereRfb is the feedback resistance of the transimpedance

amplifier circuit that loads the photodetector.
Figure 4.6 shows total current noise power and its breakdown as a function of optical

power incident on the photodetector for two different RIN levels, and when RIN becomes
shot noise limited. The values assumed for responsivity, modulator efficiency, and source
and load resistances are typical values that can be achieved in the GF 45nm platform. On
the left and center plots, in the RIN-dominated regime, the modulation frequency of interest
is lower than the RIN relaxation peak, and the RIN noise power scales as optical power
squared. For the left plot RIN = −145 dB/Hz, which represents a high-end benchtop laser
source (such as Santec TSL-570). In this case, there are three regions of optical power in
which different noise sources dominate. At very high optical powers, RIN dominates the
total output noise. RIN noise scales with optical power squared, as do the thermal noise
contributions of Rsource and Rmod. However, because of the low electro-optic coefficient, the
optical RIN noise dominates the total output current noise. In addition, it makes sense
that RIN dominates over the remaining noise sources at high enough optical power, because
the shot noise and other thermal noise sources are either linear with optical power or are
constant. At low optical powers, the thermal noise due to the load circuit dominates. This
again makes sense, as in the limit as optical power goes to 0, there will be no RIN or shot
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Figure 4.6: Current noise at photodetector output versus incident optical power at the
photodetector. (left) RIN dominated regime for modulation frequencies below the RIN
relaxation peak, with RIN = −145 dB/Hz. (center) RIN dominated regime for modulation
frequencies below the RIN relaxation peak, with RIN = −125 dB/Hz. (right) Shot noise
dominated regime for modulation frequencies above the RIN relaxation peak. Parameters
used are: T = 290K, R = 1 A

W
, Rpd = 1GΩ, h1 = 0.5V −1, Rmod = 200Ω, and Rsource = 50Ω.

The optical parameters leading to h1 are λ0 = 1310 nm, FSR = 17 nm, and a resonance
shift efficiency of 5GHz/V. It is assumed that the input-referred noise current due to the
load circuit is i2t,load = 2.8× 10−24A2/Hz which is roughly the input thermal noise due to a
TIA with 5kΩ transimpedance resistor.

noise, and because transconductance drops to 0 as optical power goes to 0, no source or
modulator noise will make it to the output of the link. At intermediate optical power levels,
shot noise dominates the total current noise. Note that the total noise contributions from
the thermal noise of the photodetector itself and from the modulator resistance are very low,
and can often be neglected. In the center of Fig. 4.6, RIN = −125 dB/Hz, which represents
the RIN in a multi-wavelength comb laser source (such as the Innolume 1310 Comb). In this
regime, the RIN dominates even at low optical powers, and there is no region in which shot
noise limits the total output noise current. At sufficiently low optical powers, the thermal
noise of the receiver once again dominates the total output noise.

The plot on the right of Fig. 4.6 shows the scenario in which modulation frequency is
higher than the relaxation peak in the RIN spectrum. In such cases, RIN drops to the shot
noise limit [80]. In these cases, there are only two regions of operation. For sufficiently high
optical power, the link noise is limited by shot noise. For low optical powers, thermal noise
at the receiver again dominates the link.
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4.2.2 Noise Figure

Noise figure is a common measure of the degradation in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Noise
figure is defined as the ratio of the total output noise power (per unit bandwidth) to the
output noise caused by the input source. For matched inputs at standard temperature
(290K), noise figure is found to be

NF = 10 log

(

SNRi

SNRo

)

= 10 log

(

si/ni

so/no

)

(4.15)

An ideal link should not degrade the SNR at all, which implies SNRo = SNRi, orNF = 0dB.
If the entire optical link is treated as a single gain stage, as shown in Fig. 4.3, the output
signal and noise powers can be related to the input by

so = gisi (4.16)

no = gini + na (4.17)

where gi is the intrinsic power gain of the link, and na represents the output-referred noise
added by the link due to all noise sources (apart from the input source).

This allows the noise factor to be rewritten as

NF = 10 log

(

1 +
na

gini

)

(4.18)

Equation 4.18 is convenient because it highlights that the NF does not depend on the signal,
but rather only on the gain and amount of noise added by the link.

The noise figure for the optical link under consideration is computed by substituting
Eq. 4.14 into Eq. 4.18

NF = 10 log

(

1 +

(

i2t,mod + i2rin + i2sn + i2t,pd + i2t,load
)

Rload

gini

)

(4.19)

The denominator in Eq. 4.19 is equal to the output noise power, which can be related to the
input noise voltage due to an ideal source with resistance Rsource by

output noise power = gini = 4kTRsource · g2mRload (4.20)

resulting in

NF = 10 log

(

1 +
i2t,mod + i2rin + i2sn + i2t,pd + i2t,load

4kTRsource · g2m

)

(4.21)

Plugging in the various expressions for each noise source results in

NF = 10 log



1 +
4kTRmodg

2
m + 10

RIN
10 · (P0Tfiberh0R)2

2
+ 2qP0Tfiberh0R + 4kT

Rpd
+ i2t,load

4kTRsource · g2m





(4.22)
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In the regime where RIN is at the shot noise floor, Eq. 4.22 (and Eq. 4.21) can be
simplified. In the numerator, the term corresponding to i2t,mod scales with the square of optical
power, as does the denominator term (due to the squared dependence on gm, Eq. 4.6). Note
that all the other noise power terms in the numerator are either constant (i2t,pd and i2t,load) or
scale linearly with optical power (i2sn and i2rin in the shot-noise regime). Thus at sufficiently
high optical powers, the noise figure limits to

lim
Popt→∞

NF = lim
P0→∞

= 10 log

(

1 +
Rmod

Rsource

)

(4.23)

At low optical powers, equivalent to low intrinsic link gain, only the constant terms in the
numerator are significant as the terms that scale with optical power will approach 0. Thus
the output thermal noise due to the load resistance will dominate,

lim
Popt→0

NF = 10 log

(

1

g2mRsourceRload

)

(4.24)

These two equations can be combined to form a limit for noise figure

NF >= 10 log

(

1 +
Rmod

Rsource

+
1

g2mRsourceRload

)

(4.25)

In Figure 4.7, noise figure is plotted versus optical power at the photodetector for a
reference optical link, with the same parameters as used in Fig. 4.6. Three different mod-
ulator shift efficiencies (discussed below) are assumed: 5GHz/V which is achievable using
interleaved lateral junctions in GF 45nm platform, 30GHz/V which can be achieved us-
ing MOS-capacitor modulator rings [78], and 50GHz/V and 100GHz/V which represents a
yet-to-be-achieved shift efficiency targets.

There are several trends worth noting in Fig. 4.7 and Eq. 4.21. First, note that at high
optical powers, in the shot-noise RIN regime (right of Fig. 4.7), the NF approaches 7 dB
as expected from Eq. 4.25. In the RIN dominated regime (left of Fig. 4.7), even for high
optical powers, the NF will never reach this limit, but will be bounded by the RIN of the
laser. Next, note the importance of modulator efficiency (represented here by the resonant
shift efficiency of a ring modulator) on the NF. A 10 dB improvement to modulator efficiency
(and equivalently to the effective link transconductance) results in a 20 dB improvement to
NF. Also important to noise figure is the optical power reaching the photodetector. At low
optical powers, a 10 dB increase in optical power results in a 20 dB improvement in NF. At
higher optical powers, this improvement diminishes as the RIN or 7 dB limits are reached.

It is important to note that while sufficiently high optical power can theoretically reduce
the noise figure to acceptable levels in an end-to-end link system, such power levels can
rarely be reached in practice. The maximum power is limited by nonlinear absorption effects
in the photonic platform or in the modulator, as well as limits to how much output power
lasers can produce. In addition, even for reasonable laser powers around 0 dBm to 10 dBm, a
significant portion of the power is lost to insertion losses before reaching the photodetector.
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Figure 4.7: Noise figure versus optical power at the photodetector. (left) RIN dominated
regime, in which RIN scales with optical power squared. (right) Shot noise dominated regime,
in which RIN is at the shot noise limit. Parameters used are: RIN = −145 dB

Hz
, T = 290K,

R = 1 A
W
, Rpd = 1GΩ, Rmod = 200Ω, and Rsource = 50Ω. The optical parameters leading

to h1 are λ0 = 1310 nm and FSR = 17 nm, and the various resonance shift efficiencies
are indicated. It is assumed that the input-referred noise current due to the load circuit is
i2t,load = 2.8× 10−24A2/Hz which is roughly the input thermal noise due to a TIA with 5kΩ
transimpedance resistor.

While grating couplers have reached peak reported efficiencies of −0.36 dB [83], practical
coupling efficiencies that could be repeatably achieved in this work peaked at −2 dB for
individually positioned fibers on a lab setup, or even −4 dB per grating when packaging a
fiber array with the chip. As three such interfaces are present in most link systems (laser
into transmitter, transmitter to fiber, fiber to receiver), total insertion losses can be above
10 dB, resulting in practical optical powers at the photodetector below 100 µW. With these
limitations, the noise figure can easily reach levels that are unacceptably high for the system.

4.2.3 Preamplification to Improve Noise Figure

In order to improve the noise figure of the link, an amplifier with superior noise performance
and sufficient gain can be introduced before the electro-optic modulator. Per the Friis noise
formula for an amplifier cascade

F = F1 +
F2 − 1

G1

(4.26)

where F is the total noise factor (NF = 10 log(F )), Fi is the noise factor of the i
th amplifier in

the cascade, and G1 is the gain of the first amplifier. The gain and noise requirements of the
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preamplification stage depend on the overall link specifications as well as the intrinsic optical
link gain achievable in a given technology node. The above analysis provides a framework
by which the overall electro-optic link noise figure can be designed.

4.3 Motivating Example of Analog Links for Data

Remoting

To motivate the use of analog links, a case study for mm-wave data remoting is presented.
Next generation wireless communication systems will rely on massive MIMO (multiple in-
put multiple output) antenna arrays as a mechanism to increase network capacity [84].
Such systems can utilize these large networks of antennas to perform beamforming, enabling
spatial-division multiplexing that can transmit and receive multiple streams of data that oc-
cupy the same frequency and times. These MIMO arrays can scale to thousands of antennas
whose signals must be aggregated across the array to produce the final data streams.

Consider the ‘Hydra’ multi-user massive MIMO system meant to demonstrate real-time,
hardware-efficient, distributed beam-forming at mm-wave carrier frequencies [85]. The re-
ceiver frontend that has been designed for the system can target 16 separate data streams
(users/beams) and 16 antenna elements, and has a total noise figure of NF ≈ 10 dB [86].
The frontend bandwidth supported by the receiver is roughly 2GHz [87]. This system targets
the E band (60GHz to 90GHz), and has a flexible system architecture that was designed to
enable scaling to massive numbers of antennas and users.

Part of Hydra’s ability to scale to large numbers of users is its choice of hybrid beam
forming architecture, Fig. 4.8. Unlike in a centralized beamforming architecture, in which
the data streams from all antennas are remoted to a central processing site, in a hybrid
beamforming architecture data streams from groups of antennas are combined at the sub-
array level to produce a smaller number of user data streams, which are finally aggregated
at the central site. This architecture was chosen in particular partially in recognition of the
I/O scaling problems that face large antenna arrays: as datarates, signal bandwidths, and
number of scale, the cost of remoting the data from the receivers to the central processing
site can become prohibitive.

To highlight how analog optical links can help resolve the I/O scaling issue, the power
required to remote data from a receiver to a central site is estimated for a digital versus an
analog architecture, as shown in Fig. 4.9. In this example, let the system in question have
a total RF bandwidth of 10GHz modulated around a 70GHz carrier, and assume that the
signal is quantized to 10 bits. In the digital remoting scheme in Fig. 4.9a, the received signal
is downconverted and amplified via the receiver frontend. The data is then quantized by an
ADC, and the digital bits are transmitted to the receiver. The link which remotes the data
does not necessarily need to be an optical link in this architecture; however, digital optical
links offer power and datarate advantages over electrical links if the transmit distance is long
enough [88]. In the analog remoting scheme in Fig. 4.9b, the received signal again passes
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Figure 4.8: Example architectures for beamforming MIMO systems. The signal from each
antenna passes through a per-antenna receiver frontend. The signals must then be aggre-
gated and processed at a central site. (left) Centralized beamforming MIMO system in which
all receiver streams are remoted to a central site. (right) Distributed / hybrid beamforming
MIMO system in which data streams are combined at sub-array level to reduce the informa-
tion sent to the central site. From [85].

through a receiver frontend. However, unlike in the digital link, the data is not quantized
before being modulated into the optical domain. At the end of the optical link, the data is
recovered in the electrical domain, and quantized at the central processing site. If desired
by the link architecture, and as highlighted in Fig. 4.9b, signal downconversion can be
performed in the optical domain by premodulating the optical carrier with LO sidebands.
At the photodetector, the modulated optical signal with beat with the LO sideband to
produce the IF electrical current output.

The power consumption of the digital style links comes from the power of the RF receiver
frontend, the power of the digital optical link, and the power of the quantizer. For this power
estimation, the quantizer specifications are designed to be identical between the digital and
analog style links, are are therefore ignored in the calculation. Let the electrical receiver
have a noise figure of NF = 10 dB and consume roughly 10mW of power, similar to the
performance of the E-band receiver in [87]. The optical digital link is assumed to have a
total end-to-end energy efficiency of 1 pJ/bit, which represents a ‘holy grail’ energy efficiency
target for digital optical links, which currently achieve best case energy efficiencies of 5-10
pJ/bit [7, 88]. Thus the total power in the digital style link can be computed as:

Pdigital = PRX frontend +Datarate · Number bits · 1 pJ/bit (4.27)

The analog link is designed to achieve the same bandwidth and end-to-end noise figure
as the RF receiver in the digital style link. This is done so that the two link architectures
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Figure 4.9: a) Digital data remoting architecture. After the receiver, data is quantized,
and digital bits are sent to the receiver over the optical link. b) Analog data remoting archi-
tecture. After the amplifying receiver, the analog link is modulated with the analog data.
Beating at the photodetector against a reference LO sideband can produce a downconverted
signal in the electrical domain. The data is quantized at the central site. Components of
the link are color coded for clarity: orange represents the RX frontend, blue represents the
‘optical link’ component, and green represents the quantizer component.

can be compared as equally as possible. Furthermore, the receiver circuit in the central
processing site is provisioned to provide sufficient swing such that the ADC specifications in
the analog link are identical to the ADC required in the digital link. The optical power and
link’s intrinsic gain depend on various technology parameters including the required optical
bandwidth and the shift efficiency. For this estimation, the optical modulator is designed as
a single-ring modulator with optical bandwidth of 75GHz required to support the E-band
signal. Note that the modulator must support the bandwidth of the full RF carrier, rather
than just the signal bandwidth. Using the noise figure model presented above, the optical
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Figure 4.10: Power breakdown for digital versus analog style links. Digital link assumes 1
pJ/bit energy efficiency of the optical link. Analog link assumes a responsivity of 0.5A/W,
4 dB insertion loss across the link, and shift efficiencies of 100GHz/V and 30GHz/V.

power required to achieve a given optical link noise figure can be determined. In order to
reduce the overall noise figure, it is assumed that a series of cascaded E-band LNAs can be
used to amplify the signal from the antenna. For this model, the LNA is assumed to achieve
similar performance to [89]: 12 dB gain with NF = 4dB in the W-band while consuming
5mW. Finally, to calculate the true power cost of the optical link, a wallplug efficiency of
10% is assumed for the laser. Thus the total power in the analog style link can be computed
as

Panalog = PRX LNA frontend +
Plaser,opt

Laser Wallplug Efficiency
+ PRX central site (4.28)

Figure 4.10 shows the results of the power estimation for two different parameters. Note
that the colors in Fig. 4.10 correspond to the colors of the different components in Fig. 4.9.
On the left, the digital link power consumption is shown to be nearly 200mW for this
channel. The power consumed by the RX frontend is dominated by the ‘link power’ of the
1 pJ/bit digital optical transceiver. The central column shows the power breakdown for an
analog optical link, assuming a shift efficiency of 100GHz/V, which requires an output laser
power of only 250µW (or wallplug power of 2.5mW. The right column shows the power
breakdown for an analog optical link assuming 30GHz/V shift efficiency. This efficiency
requires 3mW output laser power, or 30mW total wallplug power. The RX frontend of the
analog style links uses more power than the RX frontend in the digital style link because the
analog link requires several LNA stages to provide sufficient gain such that the noise figure
of the analog link is equal to that of the digital style link.
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This example shows the potential power savings that analog style optical links can provide
over digital style links. The primary benefit comes as the bandwidth and resolution of the
system increase. In the digital style link, a fixed energy cost is paid for every additional
bit that is transmitted. In the analog style link, some power is spent to provide sufficient
electrical gain and sufficient optical power needed to achieve a reasonable noise figure, but
does not scale as steeply with increased effective datarate.

4.4 Analog Modulation of Microring Resonators

In the preceding sections, the noise performance of analog optical links was derived without
any special attention to the behavior of the optical modulator itself. The performance of
microring resonators as optical modulators for analog style links is now evaluated. The
section begins by providing an overview of the mechanisms by which a modulating voltage
affects a change in optical behavior. Next, the static sensitivity of microring modulators is
discussed, and the optimal sensitivity is derived. In the following sections, the linearity and
noise performance of microring modulator based analog links is evaluted.

4.4.1 Overview of Electro-Optic Modulation

The primary building block for electro-optic modulators is the optic phase shifter. Optical
phase shifters convert a change in voltage into a phase change of the propagating optical
wave, and can be used to create constructive or destructive interference that leads to intensity
modulation.

In silicon photonic platforms, the primary electro-optic modulation mechanism is the
plasma dispersion effect [90]. The plasma dispersion effect relates the change in refractive
index and loss of a material to the concentration of free charges in the material, and can be
phenomenologically expressed as

∆n(λ) = −Aλ2∆Na − Bλ2∆P b (4.29)

∆α(λ) = Cλ2∆N c +Dλ2∆P d (4.30)

where n is the refractive index; α is the loss; ∆N and ∆P represent changes in the electrical
carriers in the medium; and A, B, C, D, a, b, c, and d represent fitting coefficients [91].
For silicon, these constants are given in Table 4.1 [92] (note that for wavelength-specific
coefficients, the λ2 term is excluded from Eqs. 4.29 and 4.30).

Carrier concentration is modulated by means of a PN junction. A changing electrical
voltage applied across a PN junction will alter the depletion width of the junction, thus
changing the effective number of free carriers seen by the optical mode, which changes the
optical material properties per Eqs. 4.29 and 4.30. A thorough exploration of the behavior
and design tradeoffs in modulator junction design is given in [93].

Microring resonators, discussed at length in Section 3.2, can be used as microring modu-
lators by embedding PN junctions within the ring structure. Figure 4.11b shows a schematic
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WL Independent 1310nm 1550nm
A 3.64× 10−10 2.98× 10−22 5.4× 10−22

B 3.51× 10−6 1.25× 10−18 1.53× 10−18

C 3.52× 10−6 3.48× 10−22 8.88× 10−21

D 2.4× 10−6 1.02× 10−19 5.84× 10−20

a 1 1.016 1.011
b 0.8 0.835 0.838
c 1 1.229 1.167
d 1 1.089 1.109

Table 4.1: Coefficients for plasma dispersion effect in silicon, from [92]

representation of a microring modulator with lateral interleaved PN junctions. The optical
mode confined within the looped waveguide of the ring overlaps with the depletion region
formed by these PN junctions, and thus allows for modulation of the effective index of the
ring. A 3D rendering of the microring modulator showing the silicon PN junctions and the
anode and cathode wiring is shown in Fig. 4.11c.

Recall from Eq. 3.8 that a ring resonator has thru port power transmission given by

Pt = |Et|2 =
|ti|2 + a2|td|2 − 2a|ti||td| cos θ
1 + a2|ti|2|td|2 − 2a|ti||td| cos θ

(4.31)

and that θ represents the round trip phase accumulated by light as it propagates once around
the ring

ϕ = βL =
2π

λ
neffL (4.32)

and from Eq. 3.3, a = e−
αL
2 is the amplitude loss factor for a single trip around the ring. For

a microring modulator, these equations can be updated by noting the voltage dependence

of θ and α, i.e. θ = θ(V ) = 2πL
λ
neff (V ) and a = a(V ) = e−

α(V )L
2 .

Figure 4.12 demonstrates how a microring modulator can be used to perform intensity
modulation. The index modulation is calculated using the diode depletion model, with
doping concentrations ND = 5× 1017 cm-3, NA = 5× 1017 cm-3, a feature width of 500 nm,
and an optical confinement factor of 1. The ring is designed to be critically coupled, and
has a total Q = 8200 and FWHM bandwidth of 28GHz. The transmission response versus
wavelength is shown for three different voltage biases. As the voltage is changed, the ring
resonance wavelength shifts. In this case, a 1V change in voltage results in a 16 pm or
2.8GHz shift in resonance; the ring is said to have a shift efficiency of 2.8GHz/V. For a
fixed input wavelength, this shift in ring response corresponds to a change in transmission
power at the thru port, resulting in intensity modulation. From Fig. 4.12, it is clear that the
laser offset (or bias) relative to the ring’s resonance greatly affects the intensity modulation
efficiency of the ring.
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Figure 4.11: Microring modulator structure, from [71]. a) The schematic representation of
a microring modulator, and the static spectral transmission response from input port to thru
port. b) A schematic showing the alternating P and N doping regions that form the spoked
lateral PN junctions within the microring. c) (top) 3D structure of a microring modulator,
showing the wiring required to contact each anode and cathode segment. (bottom) A mi-
crograph of a microring modulator implemented in GlobalFoundries 45RFSOI platform.

As seen in Section 4.2.2, achieving the largest intensity modulation for a given voltage
change will result in the best noise figure for the link. Thus, it is critical to optimize the
design of the modulator and select the optimal bias wavelength of the laser to create the
largest modulation efficiency. The next section derives these optimal conditions for static or
low frequency ring modulation.

4.4.2 Static Ring Modulator Sensitivity Optimization

In order to find the optimal ring design parameters and laser offset condition for intensity
modulation, consider the input to thru port ring transfer function, derived by the coupled-
modes in time (CMT) formalism Eq. 3.36, and reproduced below

st
si

=
j (ω − ω0) +

1
τ
− µ2

i

j (ω − ω0) +
1
τ

(4.33)

The CMT formalism is chosen over the spatial-mode coupling equations because the elegance
of the results emerge more clearly; the two formalisms produce identical results. To determine
the optimal bias point which provides maximum modulation efficiency, the power transfer
function is calculated
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where ∆ω = ω − ω0 is the bias point of the laser with respect to the ring resonance,

r = ri + rt + rd =
1
2
FWHMω is the total loss rate of energy in the ring, and ri =

µ2
i

2
is the

energy loss rate due to coupling between the ring resonator and the input waveguide. The
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Figure 4.12: Modeled power transmission spectra for a microring modulator under three
bias voltages. The ring has a FWHM bandwidth of 28GHz and is designed to be critically
coupled. The quality factor is Q = 8200.

relationship between ∆ω and ∆θ from the spatial mode formalism (or ∂ω and ∂θ) can be
found by

∆θ = ∆ω
ngL

c
→ ∆ω =

(

c

ngL

)

∆θ =

(

c · FSRλ

λ2

)

∆θ (4.35)

Note that in this analysis, it is assumed that a change in voltage only induces a change
in refractive index n, which induces a change in θ or ω. It ignores changes to α, which
would affect the parameter r in Eq. 4.34. From Fig. 4.12 it can be seen that this is a safe
assumption as the transmission on resonance does not change significantly with voltage and
the resonance shape remains similar across voltage.

Maximum modulator efficiency occurs when the change in output current of the photode-
tector is maximized for a given change in applied input voltage. For intensity modulated
direct detection links, in which the intensity of the modulated light is directly impinged on
a photodetector, maximizing change in photocurrent is equivalent to maximizing the change
in thru port power of the modulator. Using the static Lorentzian transfer function, the
sensitivity of the modulator is defined as

Sω =
∂ Pthru

Pin

∂∆ω
=

8∆ωri (r − ri)

(∆ω2 + r2)2
(4.36)
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Note that the sensitivity depends not only on the ring design parameters but also on the
bias offset ∆ω at which the laser is located relative to the ring resonance. Note also that
this sensitivity is defined with respect to changes in ω, or resonance detuning. If sensitivity
to applied voltage is desired, this can be found by the chain rule

SV =
∂ Pthru

Pin

∂V
=

∂ Pthru

Pin

∂∆ω
· ∂∆ω

∂V
(4.37)

where ∂∆ω
∂V

is often expressed as the resonance shift efficiency (in GHz per volt) and is found
through modeling or experiment. Thus, Sω represents the ‘photonic sensitivity’ and captures
the optimal optical design parameters.

The optimal bias offset between the laser wavelength and resonance wavelength can be
found by maximizing Eq. 4.36 over ∆ω:
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(4.38)

It is found that the change in power is maximized when the laser is offset from the ring
resonance by FWHMHz

2
√
3

. Note that this optimum does not depend on the ring coupling param-
eters, and thus applies regardless of if the ring is over, under, or critically coupled. Plugging
Eq. 4.38 into Eq. 4.36 yields

Sω,max =
3
√
3ri (r − ri)

2r3
(4.39)

The coupling parameters which optimize sensitivity and modulator efficiency can now be
determined. A given process technology, ring geometry, and doping structure will determine
the intrinsic quality factor, which sets r0. In some schemes, ring modulators require a target
FWHM bandwidth, which therefore constrains the total r. The free parameter which must
therefore be set is ri (the input port coupling strength), from which rd (the drop port coupling
strength) is determined. Differentiating Eq. 4.39 with respect to ri, and assuming r is fixed
by choice of FWHM bandwidth, it can be found that Sω,max is maximized as
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4
(4.40)
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It is interesting to note that at the optimal laser bias foffset
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the output power is one quarter the input power (i.e. an insertion loss of −6 dB) regardless
of FWHM bandwidth. Note also that with ri =

r
2
, then at resonance
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This implies that in the cases where FWHM bandwidth constrains the ring design, the
optimum sensitivity occurs for rings designed to be critically coupled. Figure 4.13 shows the
ring transfer functions and peak sensitivities for different FWHM targets. The sensitivity
traces are calculated numerically to validate the derived optimization points. Note that all
the optimized rings are critically coupled, and that the insertion loss is −6dB at the optimal
sensitivity points.

If FWHM bandwidth is not a system constraint, then maximizing Eq. 4.39 can be done
over two free variables: ri and rd. In the special case of an all-pass ring configuration, in
which there is no drop port and thus rd = 0, the maximum sensitivity becomes

Sω,max,ap =
3
√
3ri ((r0 + ri + rd)− ri)
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=

3
√
3rir0
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(4.45)

As r0 is fixed by technology constraints, Eq. 4.45 can be optimized over ri,
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where we have used Q = ω0

FWHMω
→ 2r0 = ω0

Q0
to relate the intrinsic quality factor with the

amplitude decay rate. Note that in this all-pass filter case, the optimum sensitivity occurs
in the undercoupled regime (ri < r0) as opposed to the FWHM-constrained case, in which
optimum sensitivity occurs for critical coupling (ri =

r
2
= r0 + rd). Figure 4.14 shows the

peak sensitivity and FWHM of an optimally designed allpass modulator versus the intrinsic
quality factor.

In this section, the optimal design to maximize modulator sensitivity has been derived.
For intensity modulated direct detection links, the optimal sensitivity decreases linearly with
FWHM bandwidth. The optimal laser offset was found to be proportional to the FWHM
bandwidth. These results provide guidelines for designers when considering ring design
requirements.
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Figure 4.13: Optimal ring design to maximize sensitivity Sω at a given FWHM bandwidth
and for a given Q0. (top) Ring transfer functions for each target FWHM bandwidth. (bot-
tom) Sensitivity versus laser bias offset from resonance. The black dashed line plots the
derived maximum. Optical parameters are Q0 = 20000, FSR = 17nm and λ0 = 1310nm.

4.5 Linearity and Noise in Microring Modulators

In addition to noise performance, another key metric for analog modulation is linearity. In
RF systems, linearity is critical to avoid generating distortions that can cause in-band and
out-of-band interference that lead to poor signal integrity. In this section, a brief review
of linearity metrics is provided. The linearity of microring modulators is then investigated,
followed by an analysis of the noise performance of microring modulators. Finally, the
theoretical linearity behavior of microrings is verified through measurement of a microring
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Figure 4.14: Peak sensitivity Sω and FWHM bandwidth for an optimally designed allpass
modulator versus intrinsic quality factor. Optical parameters are FSR = 17nm and λ0 =
1310nm.

modulator implemented in GlobalFoundries 45nm CLO platform.

4.5.1 Review of Linearity Metrics

Unlike an ideal linear amplifier, physical amplifiers and modulators exhibit nonlinear behav-
ior that can impact signal quality. It is assumed that the input/output transfer function can
be described by a power series

so = a1si + a2s
2
i + a3s

3
i . . . (4.50)

If the input signal is a sinusoidal waveform si = Si cos(ωt), the odd order distortion power
produce additional linear terms that depend on signal amplitude and contribute to gain
compression or expansion. In addition to gain compression, the higher order terms generate
sidebands in the frequency domain which can cause interference with signals both inside and
outside the signal-band of interest.

Of particular interest are the ratios between the fundamental output tones and the second
and third order intermodulation products that are generated when two different modulation
frequencies are applied to the input. These distortion metrics can be found from the power
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series in Eq. 4.50 as
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4
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As the input signal power increases, the magnitude of these second and third order inter-
modulation products will eventually equal the magnitude of the fundamental tone. These
intercept points are called the second and third order intercept points (IP2 and IP3, respec-
tively). The input amplitudes at which these intercepts occur are called the second and third
order input intercept points. While IM2 and IM3 depend on the specific input amplitude
being applied to the amplifier, the IIP2 and IIP3 points are independent of input signal
and thus provide a metric for the linearity of the amplifier. These trends are highlighted
in Figure 4.15, with input and output intercept points labeled. Also note the slopes of the
fundamental tone, and second and third order intermodulation products are 1 : 1, 2 : 1, and
3 : 1. Thus, given the IIP2 and IIP3 points, the IM2 and IM3 values can be found for any
input power.

4.5.2 Linearity of Microring Modulators

An analytic derivation of the linearity behavior of microring modulators requires performing
Taylor series expansion on the thru port power transfer function from Eq. 4.31. The voltage
dependence of both θ and a through Eqs. 4.29 and 4.30 need to be considered. Such analysis
would quickly become encumbered and tedious.

Instead, the linearity performance is evaluated in simulation across a range of input
parameters to determine behavior trends. A Simulink framework [94] is used to capture
the full behavior of the microring modulators. The framework utilizes an analytic signal
representation at an IF baseband-equivalent frequency to capture the amplitude and phase
information of the electric fields of the optical waves, based on [21]. The fundamental
components in the framework are point couplers and phase shifters, from which more complex
structures are composed. The phase shifter models the voltage dependence of index and
attenuation based on the plasma-dispersion and PN junction equations discussed above.

For low frequencies, the linearity performance can be determined by numerically per-
forming Taylor expansions about the operating point using the static ring model. Given a
ring modulator design and technology parameters, and for a given laser offset relative to
ring resonance and voltage bias, the optical transfer function of the ring is computed for a
small voltage range about the bias voltage, Fig. 4.16. A Taylor series is performed, and the
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Figure 4.15: Output amplitude of fundamental tone, second order intermodulation tone, and
third order intermodulation tone versus input amplitude. Intercept points are indicated.
Note this is a log-scale plot.

intermodulation terms are calculated as [95]
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where ai represents the ith term in the Taylor expansion. The modulation amplitude of 1V
in Fig. 4.16 is made purposely large to demonstrate the nonlinear modulation behavior.

To determine how laser offset with respect to ring resonance affects the linearity perfor-
mance, the above procedure is repeated as the laser offset is swept, while keeping the bias
voltage fixed. The power transmission, gain, and linearity behavior are shown in Fig. 4.17.
In the top plot, the power transmission transfer function versus wavelength is plotted in red
on the left axis. The ring resonance occurs in the center of the graph, at λ = 1298.41 nm
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at the minimum of the transmission response. The gain is plotted in blue on the right axis.
The gain is normalized to the peak gain value, as its exact magnitude depends on many
parameters beyond those of the ring. It is interesting to note that the unlike the sensitivity
(equivalent to gain) plotted in Fig. 4.13, the gain in Fig. 4.17 is not symmetric about the
ring resonance. This is because the gain in this model is not simply calculated as the slope

Figure 4.16: Sample calculation procedure for determining linearity metrics for a given
wavelength and voltage bias point. a) Wavelength response of microring modulator for
various voltages between Vmod = −1.5V and Vmod = −0.5V. As b) Zoom in of thru power
response. c) Plot of the thru power response versus input voltage, with linear and quartic
fits. d) Calculation of linearity parameters. The ring model utilizes the nonlinear plasma
dispersion model with an abrupt junction modulation. The FWHM bandwidth of the ring
modulator is 22.6GHz and the total quality factor is Q = 10200.
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Figure 4.17: Power transmission response, transconductance gain, and IIP2 and IIP3 lin-
earity intercept points for a microring modulator versus wavelength. (top) Thru port power
transmission response (left) and normalized gain (right). The gain is normalized because its
magnitude depends on other terms such as laser power and responsivity that are not pa-
rameters of the modulator ring. (bottom) IIP2 and IIP3 linearity intercept points. The ring
model utilizes the nonlinear plasma dispersion model with an abrupt junction modulation.
The FWHM bandwidth of the ring modulator is 22.6GHz and the total quality factor is
Q = 10200.

of the Lorentzian optical transfer function of the ring, but is rather calculated based on how
the ring shifts due to the nonlinear index modulation due to the plasma dispersion effect.

The IIP2 and IIP3 linearity metrics are plotted on the bottom of Fig. 4.17 in units
of dBmV. The linearity of the microring modulator depends strongly on the laser’s offset
wavelength relative to the ring resonance. Let us first consider the IM2 linearity. Far from
resonance, the IIP2 is stable at roughly 44 dBmV. As the laser bias is brought closer to the
ring resonance the IIP2 sharply spikes to 82 dBmV and then drops to very low values near
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resonance. As the laser is biased to the right of resonance, the IIP2 increases again, and
settles to a higher value than on the left side of resonance. The IIP3 behaves similarly to the
IIP2. Far from resonance, the IIP3 is nearly constant at 44 dBmV to the left of resonance
and 48 dBmV to the right of resonance. The IIP3 also peaks sharply when the laser is biased
at a slightly lower wavelength to the ring resonance. However, it should be noted that the
laser offset that maximizes the IIP3 is not the same as the laser offset which maximizes
IIP2. It should also be noted that the peak wavelengths for IIP2 and IIP3 linearity do not
necessarily correspond to the wavelength that maximizes transconductance gain.

The linearity performance is now evaluated over both laser offset and bias voltage in
Figure 4.18. The wavelength is plotted along the x-axis and the bias voltage along the
y-axis. Thus, horizontal slices of each plot correspond to sweeps against wavelength at a
constant bias voltage, similar to Fig. 4.17. The power transfer appears as expected: there
is a notch as the wavelength approaches the resonance wavelength of the resonator. As
reverse bias voltage increases (DC bias gets more negative), the resonance wavelength shifts
to the right. In the second plot of Fig. 4.18, it can be seen that the gain of the microring
modulator depends on both the laser offset and the bias voltage. The dependence on laser
offset is expected, as the sensitivity analysis indicated in Fig. 4.13. The asymmetry of the
gain about the resonance wavelength can again be observed in Fig. 4.18. Note also that the
gain depends on the bias voltage, and that for larger reverse bias the peak gain is reduced.
This is explained by the behavior of the abrupt junction diode: the depletion width shows a
square root dependence on reverse bias voltage and the ring therefore shows a diminishing
shift per volt at larger reverse biases.

The IIP2 and IIP3 linearity metrics are shown in the third and fourth plots of Fig. 4.18.
First, note that at all bias voltages, there exists a ‘sweet spot’ for laser wavelength offset
where the linearity peaks sharply. This sweet spot appears consistently at slightly lower
wavelengths than the ring resonance. Precisely on ring resonance, the IIP2 and IIP3 fall
sharply. This can be explained by the very small change in thru port power that occurs for
a laser biased at the bottom of the Lorentzian. Note also that the IIP2 peak occurs at a
roughly constant wavelength offset from resonance as the bias voltage is swept, while the IIP3
occurs at higher laser wavelength offsets from resonance as reverse voltage bias increases.
This again highlights that the wavelengths at which gain, IIP2, and IIP3 peak are not the
same, and can change with ring design and bias voltage. Finally, note that in addition to
peaking when the laser is biased to the left of resonance, the IIP2 and IIP3 linearities peak
on the right hand side of the resonance as well. While this right-side linearity peak may
appear broader than the left-side peak, there are several reasons why the left-side peaks
should be used. First, when the laser is biased at higher wavelengths than ring resonance,
there is thermal instability due to the self heating of the ring resonator, which can lead
to the ring snapping away from its nominal resonance position at even moderate optical
powers [46]. Second, the wavelengths at which linearity peaks more closely align to the gain
peak on the left side of the ring resonance. It is not expected that the linearity should be
symmetric about the resonance; while the static Lorentzian is symmetric, the non-linear
change in effective index and absorption that result from the plasma dispersion effect do not
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Figure 4.18: Power transmission response, transconductance gain, IIP2 linearity intercept,
and IIP3 linearity intercept point (top to bottom) for a microring modulator versus laser
offset wavelength and bias voltage. Linearity peaking is seen as the yellow lines in the third
and fourth plots. The ring model utilizes the nonlinear plasma dispersion model with an
abrupt junction modulation. The FWHM bandwidth of the ring modulator is 22.6GHz and
the total quality factor is Q = 10200.
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inherently produce a symmetric function. This can be seen in Fig 4.16a, in which the lowest
point of the Lorentzian continues to decrease as Vmod becomes more positive.

4.5.3 Noise in Microring Modulators

The noise figure of photonic links using microring modulators is now analyzed. From Eq. 4.21,
noise figure depends on the transconductance gain of the link gm, which in turn depends on
the modulator’s shift efficiency. The noise figure also depends on the optical loss in the
link, which changes with modulator insertion loss as as the laser offset is swept relative to
the resonance wavelength. The Simulink framework is again used to calculate the noise
figure of a microring modulator as a function of voltage bias and wavelength offset, shown in
Fig. 4.19. The upper figure shows the transconductance of the link, which peaks at an offset
from the ring resonance. The middle plot shows the noise figure. Note that the noise figure
shows a similar peaking (low noise figure is better) at an offset from the resonance. The
bottom plot shows the transconductance and noise figure versus wavelength at a DC bias of
−0.5V. Note that the laser wavelength offset at which transconductance gain is maximized
does not correspond exactly to the wavelength which minimizes noise figure. This is because
both the insertion loss and transconductance vary as laser wavelength offset is changed, and
noise figure (Eq. 4.22) contains terms that depend both on transconductance and on optical
insertion loss.

4.5.4 Linearity of Microring Modulators in GlobalFoundries
45SPCLO

In order to validate the link models and analysis described above, the linearity and noise
performance of a microring modulator were experimentally characterized. A microring mod-
ulator was implemented in GlobalFoundries 45nm CLO platform. Figure 4.20a shows a
micrograph of the microring modulator. The microring modulator features lateral PN junc-
tions, an embedded heater for wavelength tuning, and a drop port with monitor PD. The
ring diameter is 7.7 um, corresponding to an FSR of 17.5 nm (Fig. 4.20b). Such a large FSR
is desirable to enable many wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) channels in a single
fiber. The optical spectrum as a function of DC modulator voltage is plotted in Fig. 4.20c.
As expected from the plasma dispersion effect, the DC voltage causes both a wavelength
shift and absorption change which manifests as a changing quality factor. In the reverse
bias region, the linear resonance shift per volt is extracted to be 4.5GHz/V and the quality
factor is Q ≈ 7500.

Figure 4.20d shows the effect of increased laser power on the ring resonance. As the
microring modulator absorbs a portion of the incident power, it experiences a self-heating
effect. This self-heating causes the refractive index in the ring to change, which shifts the
resonance wavelength. The self heating also distorts the Lorentzian line shape, as seen by
the increasingly vertical right-of-resonance transmission spectrum for increased laser power
in Fig. 4.20d, and can eventually lead to unstable DC bias conditions [46]. It should be
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Figure 4.19: Normalized transconductance gain (top) and noise figure (middle) for a micror-
ing modulator versus laser offset wavelength and bias voltage. (bottom) Transconductance
gain and noise figure versus wavelength at −0.5V bias. Note that the peak for transconduc-
tance does not correspond in wavelength to the peak in noise figure. The ring model utilizes
the nonlinear plasma dispersion model with an abrupt junction modulation. The FWHM
bandwidth of the ring modulator is 22.6GHz and the total quality factor is Q = 10200. An
ideal passive match is assumed at the input to the modulator. The laser power is 3mW,
optical link loss is assumed to be 6 dB, and responsivity is 1A/W. The receiver noise current
is assumed to be 2.8×10−24 A2/Hz, equivalent to the noise of a TIA with 5 kΩ resistive load.
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Figure 4.20: (a) Die micrograph after etching the substrate to expose photonic devices. (b)
Measured wideband transmission spectrum at bias voltage Vbias = 0V. (c) Measured DC
transmission spectra at various applied voltages, normalized to peak transmission response.
(d) Transmission spectra at various laser powers, showing the effects of self-heating.

noted that the distortion in Lorentzian line shape is only present for frequencies below the
self-heating thermal bandwidth of the ring (usually on the order of 10’s to 100’s of MHz. For
frequencies below this bandwidth, the distortion of the Lorentzian can impact the linearity
of the microring modulator. Frequencies above the thermal bandwidth are not affected by
this distortion.

The experimental setup used to characterize the linearity performance is shown in Fig. 4.21a.
Two tones are combined and applied to the probed modulator site. Losses from the power
combiner and bias-T are de-embedded from the measurements. A low-RIN tunable CW
laser source (Santec-510, −145 dB/Hz from 0.1 − 3GHz) is incident on the microring mod-
ulator. A low-noise amplified photodetector (ThorLabs PDB450C) is used to demodulate
the opitcal signal into the electrical RF signal. The output of the photodetector is fed into
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a spectrum analyzer (Keysight N9010A). The input tones are centered around 1MHz, to
enable sufficiently high gain settings for the PDB450C photodetector. A split frequency of
2 kHz is used to minimize the sweep time of the spectrum analyzer.

The IIP3 intercept point is calculated versus laser offset wavelength relative to resonance
and reverse bias voltage, Fig. 4.21b-d. The trend matches closely with the theoretical behav-
ior predicted in Fig. 4.18. A peak in IIP3 is observed (yellow colors indicate higher IIP3) at
wavelengths just below ring resonance. On resonance, the IIP3 linearity drops significantly
(seen in blue), which is explained by the low optical modulation experienced at the rela-
tively flat bottom of the Lorentzian. As optical power increases from −5 dBm in Fig. 4.21b
to 5 dBm in Fig. 4.21d, the wavelength range over which the modulation remains linear in-
creases. This matches well with the self-heating effect seen in Fig. 4.20d, with the left side
of the resonance expanding. In Fig. 4.21d the IIP3 is very low for wavelengths to the right
of resonance because the self-heating effect causes the ring resonance wavelength to rapidly
shift away from the laser wavelength once the laser wavelength is greater than the resonance
wavelength; this causes the laser to be biased far from resonance, which results in very low
optical modulation (and thus very low a1 in Eq. 4.52). Finally, the IIP3 at Vbias = −0.5V for
all three optical power levels is plotted versus offset wavelength from resonance in Fig. 4.21e.

In addition to characterizing the IIP3 linearity of the modulator, the spur-free dynamic
range is characterized. Third order spur-free dynamic range (SFDR) is a measure of the
linearity of a modulator, defined as the ratio of the maximum input power before which the
third order intermodulation tone crosses the minimum detectable signal, to the minimum
input power that results in a detectable signal above the noise floor. It thus gives a measure
of the maximum possible IM3 linearity achievable in a system with noise, Fig. 4.22. SFDR
is expressed as

SFDR3 =
2

3
(IIP3−MDSin) (4.55)

MDSin is the input referred minimum detectable signal. From Eq. 4.18, the total output
noise is gini + na = gini10

NF/10, or in dB: MDSout,dB = 10 log(gi) + 10 log(ni) +NF , which
implies

MDSin = 10 log(kBT ) + NF (4.56)

where NF (in dB) is the noise figure of the link.
The SFDR is characterized versus the voltage bias point and laser bias point (offset from

ring resonance position), as shown in Fig. 4.23a-c. As part of the SFDR characterization,
the minimum detectable signal must be calculated. This was done by measuring the noise
floor at the output of link at the spectrum analyzer under matched input load with no signal
applied. In this case, the noise floor includes the noise from the PDB450C’s internal circuitry
(reported noise equivalent power of NEP = 1.55pA/

√
Hz). However, this is analogous to

how noise calculations are performed when designing an optical receiver in a monolithic
process, where the TIA can be closely integrated with the photodetector, and thus the
modulator and receiver are co-designed as a single link. Furthermore, this method avoids
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Figure 4.21: (a) Two tone linearity measurement setup. (b-d) IIP3 intercept point [dBmV]
for −5 dBm, 0 dBm, and 5 dBm laser power. Ring resonance occurs at the dip in IIP3, seen
in blue. e) IIP3 [dBmV] versus wavelength offset from resonance for all three power levels
at Vbias = −0.5V.
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Figure 4.22: Output fundamental and third order power versus input power. The noise floor,
independent of input power, plotted as a horizontal line. SFDR3 represents the maximum
dynamic range achievable, bounded by the noise floor on the low end, and the power at
which the third order intermodulation spur rises above the noise floor on the high end.

making assumptions about the dominant noise source, which can change when the optical
power incident on the photodetector decreases near resonance.

Figure 4.23a shows the SFDR for low input laser power (Plaser = −5 dBm). The SFDR
shows a roughly symmetric response around the ring resonance (the dark central region),
which shifts as the voltage bias point is varied. The peak SFDR is SFDRpeak,−5dBm =

91.8dB · Hz 2
3 . The SFDR remains within 3dB of its peak value across roughly 30 pm of

optical bias, which covers 5.5GHz of shift range, or roughly 1V of peak-peak input swing.
Figure 4.23b shows the SFDR for moderate input laser power (Plaser = 0dBm), with

SFDRpeak,0dBm = 96.4dB·Hz 2
3 . Here, the SFDR is no longer symmetric about the resonance,

which is due to the distortion of the Lorentzian line shape caused by self heating.
Finally, Fig. 4.23c shows the SFDR characterization for relatively high input laser power

(Plaser = 5dBm, with SFDRpeak,5dBm = 97.5dB ·Hz 2
3 . For high laser power, the region over

which SFDR remains high extends more broadly to the left of the ring resonance. However,
to the right of right resonance, little modulation is observed. Both these effects are due to
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Figure 4.23: (a) SFDR3 versus electrical and optical bias points, for Plaser = −5 dBm. (b)
SFDR3 versus electrical and optical bias points, for Plaser = 0dBm. (c) SFDR3 versus
electrical and optical bias points, for Plaser = 5dBm.
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the unstable behavior of microring resonators under sufficiently high self-heating conditions
[46].

These results show consistent behavior with the analysis from the Simulink simulation.
Such results not only validate the Simulink modeling framework for use in analog link ap-
plications, but also demonstrate that microring modulators can be used to achieve compet-
itive third-order SFDR performance. This ring implemented in the GF45SPCLO platform
achieves similar linearity performance compared with prior work, at significantly significantly
higher FSR or lower laser power [96, 97].

4.6 Conclusion

This chapter provides an analysis of optical links for analog modulation. The gain and noise
performance of analog optical links were derived. Using the developed model, the design
space for link noise figure can be explored across various technology parameters and optical
design parameters, such as optical power. A motivating example of the potential benefits of
analog optical links over conventional digital links for 5G applications showed that analog
links offer the potential for substantial power saving at equivalent link performance.

Next, the optimal laser bias and optical design parameters were derived to achieve max-
imum modulation efficiency. The linearity performance of microring modulators for analog
links was explored using a Simulink modeling framework. Measurements of the IM3 and
SFDR3 metrics on a microring modulator implemented in GlobalFoundries 45nm CLO plat-
form suggest that microrings, combined with performant RF transistors on the same chip,
can be used for optical I/O scaling in fully-integrated WDM links for future 5G applications
and beyond.
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Chapter 5

Analog Optical Link for MRI

As discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, multi-channel analog optical links have the potential to
enable I/O scaling in novel applications. In this chapter, a proof of concept WDM analog
optical link using microring modulators is proposed for data remoting in Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) systems. Section 5.1 begins with an overview of the system. A link model
is introduced in Section 5.3 using the analog link modeling framework developed in the
preceding chapter. Sections 5.4-5.6 provide chip implementation details. The packaging
work needed for monolithic photonic SoC’s in the GlobalFoundries 45nm RFSOI platform
is discussed in Section 5.7. Finally, the chapter concludes with measurement results and
discussion.

5.1 Introduction

Magnetic Resonance Imaging is a critical tool in medical diagnostics. In a MRI system, a
strong static magnetic field (on the order of 1 to 10 Tesla) causes a split in the spin states of
the proton in hydrogen nuclei. An RF electromagnetic pulse is applied to excite transitions
between the two energy states. Gradient coils apply magnetic fields on the order of mT such
that the transition energy between the spin states matches the energy in the excitation wave
at only a specific location in the body, enabling localized imaging. Finally, small sensor coils
pick up the RF electromagnetic waves that get emitted as the spin states decay back to the
low energy state. The signals picked up by these sensor coils feed into receiver circuits, and
are eventually processed to form the MRI image.

One of the main drawbacks to MRI is the long scan times required to scan through the
volume of space to be imaged. To enable faster scan times and higher signal to noise ratio,
parallel imaging can be performed, in which multiple coils simultaneously sense a localized
region [98]. Commercial scanners have capability of 16, 32, and even 64 channels [99], and
even higher channel counts are being considered in research [98]. One of the key challenges
to achieving even higher channel count is the practical issue of added weight and bulk as the
number of channels increases [100]. Special care must be taken to properly shield the coaxial
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Figure 5.1: (a) Sample of a 23-channel MRI coil array. Note the bulky electronics (top right)
and the thick coaxial cables required to bring the signal out of the magnetic environment.
From [106]. (b) A 12-fiber fiber-optic cable. The main cable has 12 fibers in a single jacket.
In this figure, the 12 fibers are individually broken out to show all the connections. The
cable diameter is 2mm including the protective jacket.

cables from the magnetic environment and to properly isolate the channels from each other
to prevent interference and potential damage due to RF heating [101]. This results in bulky
cabling, as shown in Figure 5.1(a).

One solution to the physical cabling challenge is to utilize fiber optic cables to remote the
MRI data out of the magnetic environment. Fiber optic cables are significantly smaller, more
lightweight, and potentially more flexible than coaxial cables, see Fig. 5.1(b). In addition,
once the signal is in an optical cable, it is no longer susceptible to the interference from the
strong magnetic field switching [102].

Prior work has been done to utilize optical links within an MRI environment. A 16-
channel in-bore receiver is presented in [103], which uses discrete ADCs, ICs, and optical
modules. This solution achieves 88 dBc SFDR and 1.56 dB NF in a 3T MRI environment,
but its large form factor makes this solution challenging to incorporate into flexible and high-
coil count arrays. In [102], a 2 channel on-coil receiver was demonstrated, which features a
low noise receiver and ADC on chip, and drives an external optical module. One challenge
with these digital optical links is that careful synchronization is required when quantizing
the receive signal, which requires careful design and additional clock references to be passed
into the bore. An analog optical link was demonstrated in [104], which featured an on-coil
discrete preamplifier driving a discrete directly modulated laser diode located outside the
main magnet. Finally, [105] utilizes a delta sigma modulator frontend and high oversampling
rate to achieve above 80 dB dynamic range using off-the-shelf components.

5.2 System Summary

In this work, a 8-channel, on-coil, fully integrated MRI receiver is proposed. Microring
modulators are used as the electro-optic modulator to demonstrate the capability of channel
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Figure 5.2: System architecture overview. A small printed circuit board sits in-bore and
hosts an 8-channel transceiver chip. Off-chip matching elements interface with MRI coils. A
fiber bundle remotes the data to an out-of-bore receiver IC. The light is provided through
an out-of-bore multi-wavelength laser source.

densification enabled by WDM optical links and to demonstrate the feasibility of microrings
for analog optical link applications. The system targets a 1.5T MRI system, which corre-
sponds to an RF excitation frequency of 64MHz. The input SNR is assumed to be 55 dB
from the MRI coil (prior optical links for MRI data remoting achieved 27 dB image-SNR
[104] and 47 dB peak link-SNR [105]). The design goal of the electro-optic link is to remote
the received signal from the MRI environment with minimal SNR and linearity degradation.
Design objectives were therefore set to provide sub 3 dB SNR degradation and above 50 dB
IM3 linearity across the link to maintain a noise-dominated SNDR above 50 dB.

The link developed in this work serves to remote data from MRI receiver coils inside the
MRI bore to a receiver outside of the magnetic environment, Fig. 5.2. Inside the magnetic
environment, multiple RF sense coils are interfaced to the link transceiver IC through on-
board matching networks. Each channel gets amplified through a linear low-noise amplifier
chain to drive a microring modulator, which brings the signal into the optical domain. The
microring modulator of each channel is tuned to a slightly different resonance wavelength,
to enable WDM channel densification by transmitting all 8 channels on the same fiber. A
fiber moves the data from the MRI environment to a receiver IC that sits outside of the
magnetic environment. Because of the low losses in optical fiber, this receiver IC can sit
even hundreds of meters away from the MRI machine. The receiver IC features a WDM
microring filter array to demultiplex each channel. Each channel passes through a linear
receiver circuit which drives the analog waveform to pads, to be post-processed off-chip.

5.3 Link Model

The link model described in Chapter 4 is used to evaluate the performance of microring
modulators in the context of MRI signaling. The doping and junction parameters used in the
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Figure 5.3: Noise and linearity performance of IMDD MRI link. Input SNR of 55 dB is
assumed. An input swing of vamp = 0.4V is applied to the ring modulator (corresponding
to an amplifier gain of roughly 40 dB). The total ring Q is roughly 10000. Laser power is
2mW, responsivity is 0.5A/W, and 6 dB link loss is assumed.

model lead to an effective resonance shift per volt of 3GHz/V which agrees with previously
characterized devices in the GlobalFoundries 45nm RFSOI platform. It is assumed that a
linear electrical amplifier can modulate the microring modulator with a swing of vamp = 0.4V,
which corresponds to an amplifier gain of roughly 40 dB for peak input signal amplitude. A
laser power of Plaser = 2mW is assumed, as well as 6 dB of total optical loss along the link.
The responsivity of the photodetector is assumed to be R = 0.5A/W, which has previously
achieved in this platform [71].

Figure 5.3 shows the linearity and noise performance achieved by a microring modulator
link under the above assumptions. The IM3 linearity at 0.4V drive amplitude is better
than 50 dB for a range of > 20 pm, which corresponds to over 1V of modulator range over
which the linearity is preserved. In addition, the SNR degradation is below 1 dB for a wide
range of offset wavelengths relative to ring resonance. These results suggest that microring
modulators can be designed in the 45nm RFSOI platform to achieve the desired performance
metrics for the MRI link.
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5.4 Circuit Design

5.4.1 Transmitter Design

In order to achieve an optical-link SNR degradation of < 1 dB as shown in Fig. 5.3, a low-
noise preamplifier must be used to amplify the signal from the MRI coil to suitable drive
levels for the microring modulator. This preamplifier serves as both the receiver circuit for
the signal from the MRI coil, as well as the transmitter driving the microring in the optical
link. The input power from an MRI coil depends on many factors, including the positioning
of the coil, the protocol of the MRI scan being used, and the thickness of the sample. For
the design of this system, it is assumed that the input power is in the range of −80 dBm to
−40 dBm [102], which is equivalent to 31µV to 3.1mV on a 50Ω load. Thus, the transmitter
requires a gain of between 40 dB and 80 dB to achieve the 0.4V swing on the microring
modulator.

The architecture of the coil-receiver / transmit ring driver circuit is shown in Fig. 5.4a).
The circuit is broken into several stages, each with various constraints. Because of the high
gain requirements, the stages are ac-coupled to reduce large offset errors and ease offset cal-
ibration. In addition, all stages except the final ring driver are differential, to provide good
power supply rejection and superior IM2 linearity. The first stage circuit details are shown
in Fig. 5.4b). This stage uses a current-reuse amplifier to increase the effective transcon-
ductance. A feedback resistor sets the first stage gain, and can be digitally controlled via
an RDAC. The next stage comprises a mixer, which is bypassed during standard operation.
Its role is to enable potentially higher frequency input signals beyond the bandwidth of the
subsequent stages. The second stage amplifier is a Cherry-Hooper architecture (Fig. 5.4c),
and is designed to provide additional signal gain. The third and fourth stages are variable
gain amplifiers, and utilize a standard folded cascode topology. Each stage is designed to
produce a gain between 0 dB and 17 dB in roughly 1.5 dB steps. All preceding stages are
supplied from a 1.2V analog supply. The final stage is the output driver which modulates
the microring. This stage provides differential to single ended conversion, and is supplied
from a high voltage supply (1.8V) to increase the output swing range. A common mode
feedback loop is used to set the output voltage to Vout,cath, which is a bias provided from
off-chip. This bias is necessary to set the DC cathode voltage on the microring modulator.

The overall amplifier chain is simulated to have a bandwidth from 1MHz − 114MHz.
The minimum gain is 50 dB and has over 40dB gain tuning. The 50 dB IM3 linearity occurs
at an output voltage swing of vamp = 0.26V. While this is slightly lower than the design
target, the impact on the SNR degradation due to the optical link is negligible. The noise
figure of the end-to-end link is simulated to be below 1 dB.

5.4.2 Receiver Design

The receiver serves to recover the analog electrical signal from the photocurrent generated
by a photodetector. The receiver architecture is shown in Fig. 5.5. A pseudodifferential
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Figure 5.4: Architecture of the MRI receiver / transmit driver for the microring modulator.
a) Architecture of the gain chain, including 1st stage, bypass-able mixer, 2nd gain stage, two
VGA stages, and output driver stage. b) Circuit details for 1st stage amplifier. c) Circuit
details for 2nd stage amplifier.

transimpedance amplifier (TIA) is used to amplify the received photocurrent. A CML driver
buffers the output of the TIA and drives pads to bring the signal off-chip for analysis and
post-processing.

The TIA features a 10-bit current bleeder DAC on the photocurrent input node to cancel
the DC photocurrent received from the photodetector. The dummy TIA has two current
DACs operating in push and pull configuration to provide offset correction. A 9-bit SAR
ADC, generated in BAG [107], quantizes the recovered voltage. The output of the SAR
goes into the digital backend that provides a thermal tuning loop to keep the ring resonance
locked to the laser.

The feedback resistance of the TIA was chosen to balance the linearity and noise per-
formance of the receiver. A larger resistance results in better input-referred current noise,
but results in a larger output swing which could limit the linearity of the receiver. From
the link model in Section 5.3, the peak signal photocurrent has an amplitude of roughly
28µA. However, this value can easily change if the losses in the link vary from the expected
values, or if laser power is changed. The resistor was therefore designed as a resistor DAC
configurable between 100Ω and 1 kΩ. At Rfb = 100Ω, the IM3 at 28µA input current is
90 dB (IIP3 of 300µA) and spot noise is ≈ 1× 10−18 V2/Hz.
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Figure 5.5: Receiver architecture. A pseudodifferential TIA receives the photocurrent. CML
drivers drive analog pad outputs. A SAR ADC quantizes the signal, which feeds into the
digital backend for thermal tuning. From [6].

5.5 Optical Design

Berkeley Photonics Generator (BPG) was used to implement the optical portions of the
design. The hierarchy of the photonic layout can be broken down into several categories:
microring modulators and filters, WDM ring rows, and top level routing.

The microring modulators were designed using spoked interleaved junctions, Fig. 5.6a.
The microring is doped with alternating P and N regions to form depletion regions inside
the ring. A highly doped silicon resistive heater is placed in the center of the ring, and is
used to tune the resonance wavelength through silicon’s thermo-optic coefficient. In these
designs, several of the PN junctions in the microring are re-wired to serve as an embedded
photodetector which is used to track the optical power in the ring for thermal tuning. Special
attention must be given to the arrangement of dopants and wiring for this embedded PD
to ensure that the parasitic diode that forms between adjacent contacts does not affect the
power monitor circuits, Fig. 5.6b. The rings in this work are doped such that the parasitic
diode forms between the DC anode and cathode bias nets. The modulator rings are designed
to be critically coupled near λ = 1290 nm to achieve the highest modulator efficiency. The
quality factor of these modulators is expected to be near 10000.

The photodetectors in this work are implemented as microring resonator based detectors.
A silicon-germanium layer is grown in a partially etched trench around the optical mode-field
center of the ring, which enhances the carrier generation [71]. Such resonant photodetectors
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Figure 5.6: a) Microring modulator layout. Spoked junction design is shown, comprising
alternating P and N doped regions to form depletion regions within the ring. Note the special
doping patterns on the right side of the ring around the embedded photodetector spokes.
b) Equivalent electrical model of the microring junctions. c) Top level photonic system.
The grating coupler array is on the left, with fixed grating pitch and loopback structures
for alignment. Also called out are the grating shape, adiabatic bends used throughout the
layout, and an adiabatic directional coupler used for the coherent link architecture.
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have been shown to significantly boost responsivity in the GlobalFoundries 45nm RFSOI
platform as compared with linear photodetectors, due to the lack of pure germanium in the
process.

Multiple microring resonators are cascaded into a single WDM row. The BPG class
used for this ring-row was configured to allow for independent ring parameters for each ring.
The row-generator was designed in close synchronization with the top level integration, to
determine proper ring pitch and routing clearance constraints. All waveguide routing turns
were implemented using the semi-automated WgRouter BPG utility, and featured adiabatic
Euler-circular-Euler bends to avoid mode overlap losses at the terminals of the bend.

Finally, a top-level generator class was developed to integrate all photonic elements on
the chip, Fig 5.6c. The generator includes a grating coupler array with loopback structures
at the outermost gratings to help alignment during fiber attach and to deembed grating
and waveguide loss. The gratings are designed to be unidirectional and couple through the
back side of the chip (ie, face up after flip chip packaging). The chip features two 8-channel
WDM links. The first link is a 8-channel IMDD link comprising a TX ring row and RX
ring row. The second is a 8-channel coherent link comprising a TX ring row and a RX row
with embedded thermal phase shifter and adiabatic directional coupler for achieving a laser
forwarded coherent link [108].

5.6 Digital System

Both the transmit and receive microring modulators and filters require precise tuning con-
trollers to adjust the ring resonance wavelength. Such control is required to compensate
for process and temperature variation, as the precise resonance wavelength can vary over
the full FSR. As discussed in Chapter 4, the transmit microring resonance wavelength must
be aligned at a specific offset with respect to the fixed input laser wavelength in order to
achieve peak modulation amplitude, peak linearity, or peak noise figure. In contrast, the re-
ceive microring resonance should ideally be placed exactly aligned with the laser wavelength,
such that maximum power circulates within the microring, and maximum photocurrent is
generated.

As indicated in Eq. 3.24, as the resonance wavelength of the microring becomes aligned
with the laser wavelength, the ring experiences a power buildup such that the power circu-
lating within the ring is enhanced. Off of resonance, the buildup factor is lower, and less
power circulates within the ring. Thus, sensing the optical power circulating within the mi-
croring provides a proxy for alignment of the ring with respect to the laser wavelength. For
transmit microrings, the embedded photodetector described in Fig. 5.6 is used to directly
sense the power in the ring. An integrating frontend and voltage controlled oscillator based
ADC then quantize the sensed photocurrent to produce a digital value. For the receiver
microring, the signal photocurrent can directly be used to monitor the power in the ring. A
SAR ADC shown in Fig. 5.5 quantizes the signal photocurrent, which is averaged to produce
a low-frequency reading of the power circulating in the microring.
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A thermal tuning controller uses a finite state machine (FSM) to adjust the resonance
wavelength of the ring. The input is the digital reading of the power circulating in the ring.
The output of the thermal tuner is a 12-bit heater control signal which feeds into a pulse
density modulator (PDM), which in turn drives a heater driver that adjusts the temperature
of the ring, as shown in Fig. 5.5.

Though the transmit and receive rings track different points, the FSMs that controls the
two thermal tuning loops are very similar. Both operate by progressing through the following
states:

• State Scan: In the scan state, the controller ramps the heat code up from a user-
configured start heat to a user-configured stop heat. During this scan, the controller for
the receiver microring keeps track of the maximum power observed circulating within
the microring. For the transmit ring, the controller keeps track of the maximum delta
in observed power between two consecutive heat steps; this delta in power is used to
track the slope of the Lorentzian shape.

• State Return: After the scan is complete, the heater returns to a user-configured heat
code, to position the ring’s resonance on the right or left side of the laser wavelength,
as desired.

• State Find: The heat code is changed to the code which maximized the power in the
ring (receiver) or modulation slope (transmitter).

• State Lock: The current power in the ring is compared to the power which maximized
the metric of interest. If the current power in the ring is larger/smaller than the optimal
power, the heater code is incremented/decremented. The sign of the feedback loop is
user-configured.

In addition, a bypass state allows the heat output code to be configured manually through
a scan chain.

An example of the thermal controller functionality is shown in Fig. 5.7. In Fig. 5.7a),
the maximum slope point is tracked. The ring locks to the largest slope value observed
during the scan stage. Note that the slope lock point is to the right of resonance in the
heater-sweep domain; this corresponds to a ring resonance wavelength which is larger than
the laser wavelength, and thus puts the ring in the thermally stable side of operation [46].
In Fig. 5.7b), the maximum power point is tracked.

Finally, the chip features two-phase latch based scan chains to allow user configuration.
This configuration is used to adjust bias currents through current DACs, as well as amplifier
gain settings. In addition, each channel can be reset and entered into a low power state
through the digital configuration. Finally, the scan chains allows the thermal controller to
be monitored and configured.
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Figure 5.7: a) Maximum slope locking, used for TX rings. b) Maximum power locking, used
for RX rings. Both sequences show the thermal loop controller sweeping the ring heater such
that the ring resonance passes through the laser wavelength. Red dashed lines show that
during lock, the thermal tuning controller tracks maximum slope point, in a), and maximum
power point, in b).

5.7 Chip Integration and Packaging

The MRI analog link was taped out in GlobalFoundries 45nm RFSOI platform. A die
micrograph is shown in Figure 5.8. The insets detail the MRI receiver and microring driver
(the transmit portion of the optical link) on the left, and the optical receiver on the right.

Packaging of the die required special steps in order to enable the photonic devices on the
chip. This procedure is detailed below, and in Fig. 5.9

1. Flip-chip die attach The die is flip-chip attached onto a high-density PCB. The
underwent a copper pillar bumping processes prior to flip chip attach. Underfill epoxy
(Namics U8410) is added to provide mechanical support. See Fig. 5.9a).

2. Substrate release The die undergoes a XeF2 etch to remove the silicon wafer sub-
strate. The etch naturally stops at the buried oxide layer. Etching the subtrate is
necessary to enable the photonic devices; without the etch, the optical mode leaks into
the substrate, causing high loss. The underfill fillet protects the active device layer
and BEOL stack. See Fig. 5.9b).

3. Underfill sidewall removal The underfill sidewall must be removed because it is now
taller than the remaining chip and prevents the fiber block from landing on the surface
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Figure 5.8: Die micrograph of MRI analog link chip. Insets detail the transmitter (MRI
receiver and optical driver) and receiver.

of the BOX layer. A nitric acid etch is performed to remove the underfill epoxy. See
Fig. 5.9c).

4. Fiber attach: To provide stable optical coupling into and out of the chip, a 12-channel
fiber block (250µm pitch) is attached. To assign in alignment, the loopback structures
in the grating array are used. The fiber block is secured to the chip using a UV cured
epoxy (NOA-61). See Fig. 5.9d).

Images of the chip on board package before post-processing and after fiber attach can be
seen in Figs. 5.9e-f.

A host board was designed to provide the multiple supplies, bias voltages and currents,
and control signals, Fig. 5.10. The host board includes a zero insertion force socket to
hold the chip-on-board package. It also features 16 input and 16 output channels with on-
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Figure 5.9: a-d) Packaging flow including flip chip attach, XeF2 substrate etch, nitric acid
sidewall etch, and fiber attach. e-f) Flip chip package before and after post-processing.

board matching networks. An external FPGA provides an interface between a Python chip
control framework and the hostboard and chip. The Python firmware controls the board
configuration, such as enabling proper power sequencing, the chip scan chain interface, as
well as controlling test equipment.

5.8 Measurement Results and Current Status

5.8.1 Passive Optical Characterization

Characterization of the MRI analog link chip began with passive optical scans of the transmit
and receive optical rows, shown in Fig. 5.11. The eight ring resonances in the TX and RX
rows are visible. The more gradual wavelength-dependent loss on which the ring resonances
are superimposed is the wavelength response of the grating couplers.

The quality factor of the transmit rings is roughly Q = 10k, in agreement with the value
used in the model. The quality factor of the receive rings is Q = 10.5k The FSR is roughly
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Figure 5.10: Host board in test setup for MRI system. Chip board in zero insertion force
socket with fiber attach and fiber stress relief posts shown in center of board.

18 nm. The ring order is initially unknown, as resonance position can vary with fabrication
variation within an FSR. The mapping of TX/RX macro number to ring resonance position
was determined by performing a one-time calibration sweep, in which the heat codes of the
rings were sequentially toggled as the laser was swept through an FSR. The resonance po-
sitions of each ring were stored in a calibration file for subsequent lookup. The nonuniform
wavelength spacing of the rings occurs was an intentional design choice to accommodate two
different laser sources. The tighter ring spacing was chosen to interface with an Innolume
comb laser source with 80GHz laser channel spacing. The broader ring spacings were de-
signed to evenly span the remainder of the FSR, to accommodate multi-wavelength sources
which maximize channel spacing within an FSR.

Finally, passive optical scans of the loopback structures on the grating array were per-
formed to deembed the insertion loss of each grating coupler. The insertion loss was deter-
mined to be roughly 7 dB per grating. This loss is significantly larger than the 2dB estimated
loss per coupling in the link model. This loss is due to non-idealities in the fiber attach flow.
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Figure 5.11: Passive optical scans through the TX (left) and RX (right) optical rows. In-
sertion loss is normalized to the peak transmission. Wavelength numbering indicates the 8
resonances (not in order of TX/RX macro number).

During fiber attach, a 6-axis positioning stage is used to align the fiber array block with the
grating array. The peak insertion loss achieved after alignment was roughly 2.5 dB. How-
ever, during UV cure of the epoxy, linear shrinkage occurs, causing the fiber array to move
out of alignment. It was found during multiple fiber attach procedures that attempting to
manually correct for the shrinkage during a slow UV curing process was likely to move the
fibers further from alignment.

5.8.2 Experimental Setup

To characterize the electrical performance of the link, a two-tone test is performed. The
setup is shown in Fig. 5.12. A two-output signal generator (Keysight 81160A) produces
the two input tones. The tones go through a discrete combiner, followed by a fixed 20 dB
attenuator and a variable (0 dB to 11 dB) attenuator (HP 8494A). Finally, the input goes
through a balun (Marki BALH0003) to produce the differential electrical input signal to the
optical transmitter.

A tunable laser (Santec TSL550) is fed into a polarization controller. To overcome the
high optical loss due to the grating couplers, the modulated optical output is passed through
an optical fiber amplifier (ThorLabs BOA1130P). A tunable in-line filter is used after the
BOA to reduce the contribution of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise. Two 90/10
splitters are used to tap out some optical power to an optical spectrum analyzer (Yokogawa
AQ6370C) and an optical power meter (Agilent 81635A) to aid in filter alignment and
optical power monitoring. The optical signal is fed into an external photodetector (ThorLabs
PDB450C), and finally into an electrical spectrum analyzer (Agilent N9030A).
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Figure 5.12: Experimental setup to perform two-tone linearity characterization. Red boxes
and arrows indicate optical equipment and signal flow. Blue boxes and arrows indicate
electrical equipment and signal flow.

To achieve the lowest effective noise floor, the link should be limited by shot noise. First,
to overcome the large insertion loss of the gratings, the input laser power was set to 8 dBm.
In addition, the bias current of the BOA (affecting its gain) was swept with no signal input
to the modulator, and the noise floor on the electrical spectrum analyzer was observed in
conjunction with the optical power monitor. The BOA was biased in the regime such that
each dB change in optical power affected a corresponding dB change in the noise floor,
indicating that the noise floor was limited by shot noise. The optical power impinging on
the photodetector was limited to roughly 0 dBm to avoid any linearity limitations of the
PDB450C photodetector.

A two tone test was performed. The linear amplifier was configured to its minimum
gain setting, including bypass of the first gain stage. A pair of input tones at 29.9MHz and
30.1MHz was applied, at a fixed modulation amplitude of 500mVpp. The attenuator at the
input of the link was set to 27 dB, implying an input voltage of roughly vamp,in = 2mV after
the combiner loss, balun splitting loss, and excess loss. In this state, the laser was swept
from 600 pm below the ring wavelength to 100 pm above the ring wavelength in increments of
10 pm. At each laser wavelength, the total optical power (10% tap) hitting the photodetector
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Figure 5.13: Linearity of the optical link versus offset wavelength from resonance. (Top)
Optical power into the photodetector. A strong self-heating effect is observed, generating the
asymmetric Lorentzian shape. (Middle) Spectrum analyzer power levels of the fundamental
and third order intermodulation sidebands, as well as the noise floor. (Bottom) IM3 linearity
of the link.

was recorded, as well as the power in each sideband and the noise floor of the spectrum
analyzer.

The results of this sweep are shown in Fig. 5.13. The top graph in Fig. 5.13 show the
optical power into the photodetector. The curve produced is due to the Lorentzian-shaped
insertion loss of the microring modulator. A strong self heating effect can be observed due
to the high optical input power (8 dBm), which causes the flattened Lorentzian to the left
of resonance and the sharp jump in optical power just after the resonance wavelength is
reached. The central plot show the powers of the fundamental and third order intermod-
ulation sidebands recorded by the electrical spectrum analyzer, as well as the noise floor.
The noise floor is recorded to ensure the validity of the measurement (ie, ensure that the
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Figure 5.14: (left) Measured linearity of the optical link versus input voltage into the elec-
trical amplifier. (right) Simulated linearity of the electrical amplifier versus input voltage at
the same gain settings.

sidebands are not buried in the noise floor). The fundamental and third order sidebands are
both observed to increase at the same rate as the laser wavelength approaches the resonance
wavelength, plateau, and then fall sharply. This behavior is due to the wavelength offset
dependent modulation efficiency (discussed in Fig. 4.13). The IM3 linearity (the difference
between the fundamental and third order intermodulation sidebands) is plotted in the bot-
tom of Fig. 5.13. That the IM3 is constant suggests that the electrical amplifier limits the
linearity, preventing observation of the linearity peaking of the microring modulator shown
in Fig. 5.3.

To investigate this further, another two tone test was performed. In this test, the laser
was biased at the wavelength that maximized the fundamental output tone (ie, provided
the greatest modulator gain), which in simulation (Fig. 4.17) is very near the wavelength
that maximizes third-order linearity. The input modulation amplitude was then swept with
a fixed input attenuation of 28 dB, while the fundamental and third order intermodulation
sideband powers were recorded on the electrical spectrum analyzer. The results are shown on
the left of Fig. 5.14. It can be seen that at low input powers, the third order intermodulation
sideband falls below the noise floor. The input optical power was set to 10 dBm and the
BOA was set to deliver roughly 0 dBm total optical power into the photodetector. The
SFDR in Fig. 5.14 is measured to be 54.5 dB. With the 24Hz resolution bandwidth of the
measurement, the third-order SFDR is calculated to be 63 dBHz2/3.

It is useful to compare the linearity results with those of the simulation. The plot on
the right of Figure 5.14 shows the simulated linearity of the electrical amplifier configured
to the same gain settings and with the same current bias configurations as the experimental
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results. The absolute values of the sideband amplitudes cannot be directly compared, as this
plot shows the electrical output voltage of the amplifier, while the plot on the left shows the
sideband amplitude of the entire link. However, the IIP3 for each plot can be compared.
The experimental data suggest an IIP3 of 33mV while the simulated data suggest an IIP3 of
19mV. These results are similar enough to suggest that there is no additional nonlinearity
source that is limiting the measured response. From this result, it therefore seems that the
linearity of the optical link is limited by the linearity of the electrical preamplifier, rather
than the linearity of the optical link. The simulated power consumption of the transmit chain
is 54mW per channel. Unfortunately, due to design bugs in the project which shares the
same die, excessive current is pulled from the same supply as powers the MRI transmitter,
making it challenging to reliably measure the power consumption on the die.

5.9 Conclusion

This chapter described a proof-of-concept WDM analog optical link for data remoting in
MRI systems using microring modulators. The noise and linearity models from Chapter 4
indicate that the optical link supports an IM3 linearity above 50 dB and a sub 1 dB SNR
degradation for an input voltage of Vamp = 0.4V with an SNR of 55 dB. A linear preamplifier
chain was designed with tunable gain from 40 dB to 80 dB to amplify the input MRI signal
to this swing. The total end-to-end link was simulated achieve a noise figure below 2 dB. An
8-channel WDM link IC was implemented in GlobalFoundries 45nm process.

The measured third-order SFDR is 63 dB, and corresponds to a peak IM3 of 54.5 dB
at 1mV input amplitude. The measurement results suggest that the linearity of the link
is limited by the electrical amplifier, preventing the IM3 linearity peaking suggested in
Fig. 5.3 from being observed. Additional work is required to determine which noise sources
contribute most strongly to the noise floor in the measurements. Better fiber attach to
reduce the insertion loss can greatly improve the noise performance of the link. An improved
noise performance would allow the input amplitude to reduced, enabling superior linearity
performance of the amplifier. It is left to collaborators on this work to determine whether
the link, with its current performance, is suitable for MRI data remoting demonstrations.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Silicon photonics has the potential to address some of the key I/O scaling and data band-
width bottlenecks that will limit future wireless systems and sensor networks. The goals of
this work are to investigate and address some of the key system implementation and scal-
ing challenges that will enable increased bandwidth density and energy efficiency in silicon
photonic links. The author was fortunate to have experienced the full design flow for silicon
photonics systems, including model development, system level simulation, photonic device
design and circuit design, top-level chip integration, tapeout, and measurement. Throughout
this process, new tools, link models, and system design frameworks have been developed to
aid the design and implementation of novel photonic systems.

6.1 Key Contributions

First, a new photonic system design framework called Berkeley Photonics Generator (BPG)
was developed. BPG enables the development of large-scale, customizable, and process-
portable photonic integrated circuit generators, which encapsulate parameterized design
methodologies for producing layouts, schematics, and testbenches. Within BPG, technology-
specific parameters are abstracted away, and a DRC-cleaning ‘photonic compiler ’ is utilized
to produce implementations in particular technology nodes. BPG’s modular framework al-
lows compatibility with 3rd party industry standard tools, such as Lumerical, Cadence, and
Mentor Graphics to enable closed-loop optical design, multi-physics simulation, design ver-
ification, and seamless electronic-photonic integration. This framework has already been
used in several technology nodes and across several organizations to implement large-scale
systems, including high speed optical links, photonic molecular biosensors and ultrasound
sensing systems, and cryogenic egress links. From the author’s experience, utilizing BPG
vastly improves the design time and enables more complex electro-optic systems to be de-
signed than could be with previous tools.

Next, a new framework for modeling crosstalk and insertion loss penalty for digital optical
links was described. This framework provides intuitive understanding for the receive-filter
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imposed limitations of channel densification in optical links. The major sources of signal
impairment including in-band channel attenuation, crosstalk, and ISI were characterized as
functions of technology parameters and system design choices. It was found that insertion
loss, and therefore intrinsic quality factor, plays a dominant role in eye closure penalty. The
framework was used to select the optimal ring filter design parameters for a given technology
node, channel spacing, and target datarate. The framework showed that higher order filters
offer limited utility, as the increased insertion loss mitigates the improved channel isolation
unless operating at extreme quality factors and datarates. The modeling framework can be
applied to most of today’s silicon photonic platforms to provide architecture guidelines and
optimize receive filter design as channel counts scale in future systems.

Finally, this work proposed analog modulation as an alternative signaling modality in
optical links. The theoretical gain, noise, and linearity performance limits were derived.
Microring modulators were shown to provide competitive linearity and noise performance
for analog links, enabling simple channel count scaling through WDM. A proof-of-concept
microring-resonator-based analog optical link system for magnetic resonance imaging data
remoting was proposed. An 8-wavelength WDM analog link was implemented in Global
Foundries 45nm RFSOI platform. Circuit implementation details and the packaging flow
required for this monolithic electronic-photonic IC were described.

6.2 Future Work

Berkeley Photonics Generator
The Berkeley Photonics Generator provides a unified open-source framework for photonic

system design. However, new features and improvements can make the tool even more useful
for designers.

• Plugins for Open-Source Simulators: BPG’s plugin architecture can support ad-
ditional simulation tools. Creating a plugin for open-source simulation tools, such as
MEEP [109], would allow designs to utilize a fully free and public tool to perform
optical design and verification.

• Open Source Layout Versus Schematic: Layout versus schematic verification
is critical to ensure the integrity of any design. Currently, BPG is able to utilize
proprietary tools such as Mentor’s Calibre to extract the layout netlist. Implementing
a netlist-extraction engine in open source tools such as KLayout [13] can enable more
designers to access these features.

• Open Source Behavioral Simulation: Behavioral simulation is a key element of
system design. BPG’s netlist-extraction can be used to generate schematics which
utilize VerilogA compact models [21] within the Virtuoso design tool. More work is
needed to develop plugins for additional time-domain behavioral simulation tools, such
as Simulink [94] or others.
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BPG is open source, so all contributions are welcome!

Channel Modeling
The crosstalk model presented in this work studied the design and performance tradeoffs

limited to microring drop filters within the receiver. However, the optical channel impair-
ments caused by microring modulators in the transmitter were not including in this work.
Because of the dynamic behavior of microring modulators, additional work is needed to de-
velop accurate time-domain models. Potential areas for study include optimizing the ring
design for a given datarate under tight channel spacing constraints, and exploring the sen-
sitivity of transmit-side crosstalk and ISI to process variation.

Analog Optical Links

• Continued Characterization of MRI Link: This work presented a proof of concept
analog optical link for MRI applications. Additional testing is needed to determine
what limits the noise floor at the photodetector. In addition, better fiber attach can
be performed on new samples to achieve lower insertion loss, improving the noise
performance of the link. Finally, it would be interesting to demonstrate data remoting
for MRI image data, even with the limited noise performance.

• High Frequency Analog Links: Ring-based analog modulation may prove more
suitable for applications with higher datarates and less stringent linearity and noise
requirements. One such application might be in data remoting for mm-wave data in
antenna arrays or base stations. Novel optical architectures such as multi-resonant ring
modulators [76, 110] allow for efficient narrow-band high frequency modulation. Such
devices, combined with appropriately designed pre-amplifiers, can provide inherently
WDM-compatible solutions to high-speed data remoting.

• Feedback Linearization: At lower datarates, feedback can be used to create a more
linear modulation response. For example, the weakly-coupled drop port on the mod-
ulator is often used to provide a monitor signal for thermal tuning. This same signal
can instead be used with an appropriately designed error amplifier and loop filter to
create a stable feedback loop around the electrical driver and ring modulator. Such
feedback can enable a more linear transmission response.

6.3 Final Remarks

Silicon photonics is an exciting and interesting field, both for its applications and inherent
beauty. Analog optical modulation in particular holds promise for energy efficient links,
and there are many innovative solutions available to provide practical I/O scaling. I feel
fortunate to have worked on so many aspects of electro-optic system design, from photonic
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device design to top-level chip integration and modeling, and am excited by the systems
silicon photonics will enable.
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